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Migrating	birds	spend	the	warm	months	where	conditions	for	breeding	are	optimal.	Speaking	ITalk	about	thefollowing	topics.	adj.,	related	to	money	1	7.	250	Wireless	Boulevard	Hauppauge,	NY	11788	W"WW.barronaeduc.com	ISBN:	978-1-4380-7071-1	Ubrary	of	Congress	Catalog	Card	No.:	2010043858	Ubruy	of	CoD&J"eH	Catalo...,·lD·PubUcatlon
Data	Lougheed,	Un,	1946-	Essenttal	words	for	the	IELTS	wtth	audio	cd	I	Ltn	Lougheed.	I	enjoy	reading	the	works	of	the	great	intellectuals	of	the	nine-	teenth	centwy.	Shortly	after	Astley's	death,	the	circus	spread	to	America.	Correct	any	mistakes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	You	can	find	examples	of	book	reviews	at
www.poweUs.com/review.	Match	each	word	with	its	correct	deftnition.	extent	The	extent	of	environmental	damage	caused	by	logging	is	frightening.	Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	Compound	words,	prefixes,	and	suffixes	are	other	context	clues.	Words	Definitions	12	18.	overwhelming	L.	It	takes	a	lot	of	money,	effort,
and	daring	to	found	an	entertainment	business.	Naturally,	she	should	2.	B	lack	of	salt	in	the	soU.	CONTENTS	Introduction	1	Vocabulary	and	the	IELTS	1	IELTS	Study	Contract	2	Self-Study	Activities	3	How	to	Use	This	Book	7	Unit	1	:	The	Natural	World	9	Environmental	Impacts	of	Logging	9	Bird	Migration	18	Plant	Life	In	the	Taklimakan	Desert	27
Unit	2:	Leisure	Time	37	Peripheral	Vision	in	Sports	37	History	of	the	Circus	45	Uses	of	Leisure	Time	55	Unit	3:	Transportation	65	First	Headlamps	65	Major	Subways	of	Europe	73	Electric	Cars	Around	the	Globe	83	Unit	4:	Culture	93	Origins	of	Writing	93	Hula	Dancing	In	Hawaiian	Culture	102	The	Art	of	Mime	111	Unit	5:	Health	121	Nurse	Migration
121	Aerobic	Exercise	and	Brain	Health	130	How	Drugs	Are	Studied	140	5.	Glob	ally,	the	next	most	popular	is	using	the	Internet,	also	passive,	and	it	ranks	as	the	most	favored2	among	the	billions	in	China.	you	should	practice	the	same	strategy.	abilities.	After	we	found	our	seats,	we	sat	down	and	enjoyed	the	circus	performance.	IBrE:	ldlometres	2BrE:
per	cent	3BrE:	metres	4BrE:	defence	28	34.	D	emotions	and	intellectual	function.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Dictionary	Skill	Dljferent	Meanings	Many	words	have	more	than	one	meaning.	I	understand	that	to	improve	my	English	I	need	to	spend	time	on	English.	•	Sign	your	name	and	date	the	contract	on	the	last	line.	Write	NO	MORE
THAN	ONE	WORDfor	each	answer.	expansion	expand	expandable	6.	This	form	of	migration	allows	birds	to	breed	tn	areas	that	provide	optimal	conditions	for	nesting	and	feeding	their	young.	v.,	to	reach	past,	get	bigger	C.	n.,	an	area	of	spreading	growth	T.	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Tamarisk	has	a	high	tolerance	for	salty	conditions	and	even
produces	its	own	salt,	which	it	accumulates	in	special	glands	between	the	leaves	and	then	releases	onto	leaf	surfaces.	C	Copyrtght	2011	by	Un	Lougheed	All	rights	reserved.	ISBN	978-1-4380-7071-1	l.	The	group	deliberated	for	an	hour	before	reaching	a	decision:	It	is	obvious	that	people	need	to	make	a	deliberate	decision	to	spend	more	time	in
nature.	1bree	of	the	biggest	and	busiest	underground	rail	systems	1n	Europe	are	1n	Lon	don,	Parts,	and	Moscow.	No	land	birds	are	known	to	migrate	into	the	higher	latitudes	of	the	Southern	Hemisphere;	only	species	of	seabirds	migrate	to	the	Southern	Hemisphere	to	breed.	The	tracks	were	too	dan	gerous	during	the	dark	of	night,	and	passengers
wanted	to	see	where	they	were	traveling	anyway.	Listening	®	IListen	tn	the	lecture.	v.,	to	develop	gradually	24.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	ofthe	correct	definitionfor	each	sentence.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	DOUD	disruption	verb	disrupt	acQectlve	disruptive	uoun	expansion	verb	expand	acQectlve	expandable	DOUD
operation	DOUD	operator	verb	operate	78	Building	a	subway	system	can	cause	a	lot	of	disruptions	to	traffic	on	the	streets.	Match	each	word	with	its	correct	definition.	a	lamp	that	used	burning	wood	2.	Look	them	up	In	the	dictionary	.	Many	people	in	this	city	work	in	the	clothing	industry.	architecture	2.	span	M.	From	an	architectural	point	of	view,
it's	a	very	interesting	building.	but	it	warned	of	the	approaching	train	and	was	the	best	technology	available.	B,	C.	EngJJsh	language-Textbooks	for	foreign	speakers.	Sign	a	contract	with	yourself.	After	a	rainstorm	in	the	desert,	there	is	a	noticeable	swing	back	to	life.	The	violence	of	sandstorms	keeps	many	plants	from	thriving	in	the	desert.	adj..
ofbuildings	on	the	surface,	but	attempts	are	made	to	cause	as	little	4.	n.•	type;	a	basic	group	in	biological	classill.cation	B.	.......	Reading	Comprehension	The	reading	passage	is	followed	by	IELTS-style	reading	comprehension	questions	that	focus	on	the	vocabulary	words	of	the	unit.	athletes	need	to	be	skilled	at	detecting	movements	all	around	them.
myriad	15.	I	promise	to	fulfill	the	terms	of	this	contract.	adv.	•	Paraphrase	and	write	about	it.	Thus,	deforestation	impacts	rainfall	patterns,	leading	to	flood	ing	as	well	as	drought	and	forest	fires.	A	Diurnal	species	of	birds	B	Nocturnal	species	of	birds	__	5.	B.	development	developer	developed	2.	best,	most	favorable1	R	n..	a	hard	bump	in	wood	B	verb.
health.	3BrE:	per	cent	20	26.	grandeur	10.	of	activity	around	her	without	losing	her	ability	to	focus	on	her	own	part	in	the	game.	The	more	common	people	enjoyed	the	performances	of	traveling	entertainers,	who	went	from	vtllage	to	vtl	lage,	putting	on	shows	during	festivals.	Questions	1-4	Do	the	following	statements	agree	with	the	information	in	the
reading	passage?	B	The	early	trains	traveled1	only	during	the	day.	You	will	learn	dictionary	skills	to	help	you	choose	the	correct	definition	of	a	word.	Childhood	obesity	and	depression	are	reaching	epidemic	levels.	B	choice	of	pastimes.	__	7.	•	Pretend	you	are	a	news	reporter.	v.,	to	admit,	accept	as	true	7.	What	modes	of	transportation	are	commonly
used	In	your	city?	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	Dr.	Lin	Lougheed	•	Extensive	practice	in	vocabulary	building	and	correct	English	usage,	with	emphasis	on	600	words	that	appear	frequently	on	the	IELTS	•	Exercises	grouped	into	thematic	categories	that	include	nature	and	the	environment,	leisure	activities	and	hobbies,	the	arts	and	culture,
transportation,	health,	tourism,	�-..	Why	it	is	crucial	to	spend	time	in	nature	3.	to	expect.	Look	them	up	in	the	dictionary	and	write	their	dejlnitions.	Remov	ing	trees	obliterates	these	benefits.	production	and	sale	of	goods	3.	dry,	plants	need	to	be	able	to	take	1n	as	much	water	as	possible	when	it	rains	and	to	store	the	water	for	a	long	time.	Many
plants	cannot	endure	the	extreme	heat	of	the	desert.	By	the	height	ofthe	Roman	Empire,	it	had	gone	through	several	renova	tions	and	had	become	a	massive	marble	stadium	that	could	seat	more	than	200,000	spectators.	to	organizeS;	make	work	together	17.	Pyle	developed	an	efficient	electric	headlamp.	always	focus	on	the	ball.	Writing	You	will
write	in	response	to	an	IELTS-style	writing	task	that	uses	words	from	the	unit	vocabulary	list.	efficient	E.	n.,	a	part	or	feature	E.	Write	the	correct	letter,	A,	B,	or	C.	n.,	hannful	gas	or	smoke	in	the	air	20.	Everything	that	catches	the	athlete's	attention	causes	the	eyes	to	pause	almost	indiscerntbly	as	they	gather	a	quick	view	of	focused	detail.	adj.,	small
in	numbers	or	amount	18.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	ofthe	correct	deftnitionfor	each	sentence.	Trees	protect	the	environment	in	many	ways.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	ELECTRIC	CARS	AROUND	THE	GLOBE	Words	Lookfor	thefoUowing	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	3	.	adj.,	taking	attention	away	from	something	2BrE:	sport	T.
D	a	band	of	American	entertainers.	athlete	B.	Then	watch	another	1V	show	and	do	this	again.	generate	H.	B	a	Roman	businessman.	Why	do	you	think	people	are	fascinated	by	birds?	56.	•	Analyzing	a	word	also	helps	you	determine	the	meanmg	of	a	word.	merely	J.	VOCABULARY	AND	THE	IELTS	Vocabulary	is	not	tested	directly	on	the	IELTS.	I
promise	to	study	English	a	week.	When	you	learn	a	new	word.	Several	innovators	worked	on	the	development	of	electric	headlamps.	We	can	best	rejuvenate	ourselves	by	spending	time	engaged	in	A	physical	activities.	My	Words	I	Write	the	words	that	are	new	tD	you.	Are	you	talented	in	any	performing	arts?	extreme	extremes	extremely	3.	why	is	the
circus	still	a	popularform	ofentertainment	in	the	modem	electronic	age?	The	best	time	to	watch	birds	is	in	the	early	morning,	because	birds	are	usually	very	active	at	that	time	of	day.	intrinsic	10.	determine	B.	A	London	B	Parts	C	Moscow	1	.	The	permanence	of	the	circus	as	a	form	of	entertainment	shows	how	much	people	enjoy	it.	Their	breeding
areas	are	in	higher	elevations,	near	or	at	the	peaks	of	mountains,	and	they	spend	the	nonbreeding	season	1n	neighbor	tng2	valleys	or	other	nearby	low	country.	Unit	3:	Transportation	FIRST	HEADLAMPS	Words	Lookfor	thefollowing	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	The	Parts	Metro	is	shorter	than	London's,	but	it	carries	more	passengers	every	day.
streets	and	buildings.	adj.,	strong;	sudden	and	destructive	14.	6..	The	coach	used	drawings	to	explain	the	game	visually.	England	was	one	of	the	first	nations	to	embrace	the	modem	circus.	Write	at	least	150	words.	Every	afternoon,	the	children	engage	in	outdoor	activities.	PE1128.L6437	2011	428.3'4-dc22	PRINTED	IN	THE	UNITED	STATES	OF
AMERICA	987654321	2010043858	4.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	ofthe	correct	de.fin.tiionfor	each	sentence.	The	circus	is	still	a	favorite	form	of	entertainment	today.	ESSENTIALWORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	My	Words	I	Write	the	won:ls	that	are	new	to	you.	We	need	to	spend	time	in	nature	deliberately.	migration	migrate	migratory	4.
The	Parts	Metro	stations	are	decorated	with	A	pictures	of	the	Olympics.	v.,	to	refresh,	restore	10.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Word	SJdll	Compound	Words	When	two	or	more	words	join	to	form	a	new	word.	-	miles	from	Alaska	to	New	Zealand	each	year.	1°C	=	lowest	recorded	Great	Buln	Desert	(North	America)	Size	305,775	sq	km	Average
annual	rainfall	5.	These	are	the	different	parts	of	speech-noun,	verb,	adjective,	and	adverb-that	share	a	similar	meaning.	D	have	more	time	to	develop	their	intellectual	functioning.	•	Record	or	make	a	video	of	your	presentation.	Write	a	review	of	the	book	with	your	opinion	and	recommendations	(writing).	talent	19.	n.,	a	method	or	type	3.	v.,	to
disappear	P.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	History	of	the	Circus	The	circus	is	one	of	the	oldest	forms	of	entertainment	in	histocy.	1	1	17.	A	skilled	horseback	rtder1	2.	Successful	desert	plants	are	resilient	to	scorching	summers	and	frigid	winters,	drought,	and	high-salt	conditions.	C	photographs	of	the	World's	Fair.	1n	a	desert	is	the
high	tem-	perature,	so	desert	plants	need	to	have	4.	mechanism	G.	Peripheral	visual	information	is	processed	quickly.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	Plant	Life	in	the	TakUmakan	Desert	The	Taklimakan	Desert,	second	in	size	only	to	Africa's	Sahara	Desert,	occupies	some	337,600	square	k1lometers1	(130,300	square	miles)	of
northwestern	China-an	area	about	the	size	of	Finland.	Athletes	blink	more	often	when	they	are	feeling	anxious.	B,	or	C.	fume	way	10.	It	has	a	large	percentage	of	its	track	above	the	ground.	imperative	1	1	.	releasing	steam	through	vents	along	the	city	streets.	QUESTIONS	1-2	dis-play	[dis-PLAY]	A	noun.	The	decorator	planned	the	art	for	the	station
very	carefully.	They	try	to	disrupt	traffic	as	little	as	possible	during	subway	con	struction.	The	first	part	of	its	system	was	not	opened	until	the	World's	Fair	and	Olympics	were	held	in	that	city	in	1900.	Change	tn	cltmate	can	result	1n	species	diverstftcation.	Most	circuses	today	are	variations	of	Brown's	circus.	adj.,	many,	numerous	Q.	The	weather	tn	a
desert	is	usually	extremely	dry.	,	very	big	adv.	Yet	research	shows	that	we	are	not	spending	our	leisure	time	rejuvenating	ourselves.	,	something	that	serves	as	protection	n.	Then	choose	another	product	and	do	this	again.	He	later	added	other	ld.nds	of	performances	to	the	show,	such	as	clowns	and	3.	It	was	necessary	to	destroy	some	buildings	to	dig
the	subway	tunnels.	B	spiny	plants.	F	Electric	headlamps	made	travel	at	all	hours	and	in	almost	all	weather	possible,	something	we	take	for	granted	today.	You	will	also	learn	skills	that	will	help	you	learn	new	words	easily.	Questions	1-3	�lwose	the	correct	letter.	prolific	J.	emotion	F.	We	need	to	choose	activities	that	rest	our	minds	and	bodies	so	that
we	can	feel	rejuvenated	when	we	return	to	work	and	can	do	our	jobs	more	2..	inhibit	soil	erosion.	v.,	to	make	weaker	by	mixing	with	water	20.	Because	of	the	way	in	which	the	continents	are	sit	uated	upon	Earth,	migration	of	this	type	takes	place	prtmartly	into	the	higher	latitudes	of	the	Northern	Hemisphere.	They	combined	the	tal	ents	ofjugglers,
mimes,	and	clowns.	innovators	innovations	innovative	3.	These	trains	did	not	have	to	be	close	to	the	surface	to	release	steam.	complicate	D.	Modem-day	researchers	have	attempted	to	understand	this	feat.	underground	19.	n.•	a	large	piece	6.	..	gift	shop	5.	efficiency	efficient	efficiently	2.	8	14.	K.	Read	the	dtcttonary	definitions	below.	,	to	use	s.	detect
F.	underwater:	------------	2.	The	coordinated	movements	of	all	the	team	members	will	help	them	win	the	game.	They	are	an	effective	8.	fascination	fascinate	fascinating	2.	Its	art	nouveau	decorative	features	make	the	Paris	Metro	architecturally	significant.	People	walked	around	the	tent	in	bands	while	they	waited	for	the	circus	performance	to	begin.
feat	8.	The	school	director	authorlzed	the	teachers	to	spend	a	larger	chunk	of	the	school	day	outdoors	with	their	students.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	6.	NOTE	The	book	includes	many	footnotes	to	show	you	the	Brttlsh	Engltsh	equivalents	of	Amelican	Engltsh	words.	You	can	use	this	book	in	conjunction	with	Barron's	IELTS	and	Barron's
IELTS	Practtce	Exams	to	reinforce	the	sktlls	practiced	in	those	books	and	improve	your	performance	on	the	practice	tests.	disaster	B.	Anticipation,	a	learned	and	practiced2	art,	can	serve	the	athlete	well	in	many	ways.	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Word	Family	Practice	Choose	the	correct	wordfamily	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete	each
blank.	adj.,	very	important	8.	scan	0.	tough,	able	to	endure	difficult	16.	survive	18.	The	diverse	ways	that	plants	adapt	to	desert	conditions	makes	a	fascinating	study.	classify	c.	1BrE:	centred	2BrE:	favoured	3BrE:	car	park	62.	Summartze1	the	information	by	selecting	and	reporting	the	main	information	and	making	comparisons.	This	effective	strategy
is	to	use	a	word	four	ways:	Read	the	word,	write	the	word,	Hsten	to	the	word,	and	speak	the	word.	Instead	of	a	bridge.	coordination	coordinate	coordinated	4.	reflector	0.	v.,	to	leave	the	correct	route;	become	separated	from	the	group	Q.	of	wildlife	work	hard	to	prevent	further	damage	to	natural	areas.	I	will	begin	my	study	with	Barron's	Essential
Words	for	the	lELTS,	and	I	will	also	study	English	on	my	own.	The	logging	industry	5..........	equip	F.	In	which	country	people	spend	the	largest	chunk	of	vacation	time	engaged	in	outdoor	activities	4BrE:	programmes	5BrE:	Holidays	57	63.	Normal,	natural	blinking	means	the	eyes	are	closed	for	two	and	half	seconds	out	of	evety	minute,	and	more	than
that	if	the	athlete	is	anxious.	English	languag&-Spoken	English.	pollution	17.	5	11.	thrive	N.	v.,	to	grow	well	9.	E	In	a	healthy	forest	ecosystem,	trees	draw	moisture	from	the	so11	and	release	it	into	the	atmosphere	wh1le	they	provide	shade	to	lessen	evap	oration.	Although	the	method	was	disruptive,	it	worked.	QUESDONS	1-2	en-gage	[en-GAYJ)	.	At
about	the	same	time,	Schenectady	and	Troy	Railroad	trains	displayed	a	whale	oil	lamp	posi	tioned	between	a	reflector	and	a	lens	about	twelve	inches	high;	it	threw	llght	up	to	100	feet	ahead	of	the	train.	1-51	em	Average	temperatures	30°C	(summer)	-8°C	(winter)	Temperature	extremes	57°C	=	highest	recorded	1BrE:	summarise	35	41.	Circuses	don't
stay	in	one	place	permanently	but	travel	around	from	city	to	city.	adj.,	at	the	edge	14.	environmentally	It	is	important	to	develop	more	environmentally	friendly	logging	practices	erosion	Soil	erosion	leads	to	the	pollution	of	streams	and	rivers.	People	enjoy	looking	at	the	decora-	tions	in	the	station	while	they	wait	for	the	train	to	arrive.	•	Give	a
presentation	about	it	(speaking).	,	the	main	or	most	important	feature	v.	2.	Chariot	races	continued	to	be	held	at	the	Circus	Maximus	for	almost	a	centwy	after	the	last	remnants	of	the	Roman	Empire	had	vanished.	nocturnal	15.	standard	0.	environment	The	environment	needs	to	be	protected	from	the	effects	of	loggtng.	It	was	during	the	Dark	Ages
that	the	circus	began	to	develop	into	what	we	know	today.	moisture	I.	,	a	setting	in	which	to	present	something	v.	depression	E.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Dictionary	Skill	Different	Meanings	Many	words	have	more	than	one	meaning.	C	innovative	doors	and	walls.	There	are	a	variety	of	question	types	throughout	the	book	so	you	wtll	have
an	oppor	tunity	to	practice	most	of	the	types	of	reading	comprehension	questions	that	appear	on	the	IELTS.	to	interest	greatly	F.	The	problem	with	these	lamps	involved	finding	a	portable	way	to	6.	Violent	winds	tear	up	many	plants	or	cover	them	with	sand.	__	8.	During	the	early	1800s,	the	United	States	took	to	the	circus	quickly	after	learning	of	its
popularity	in	Europe.	He	later	expanded	his	act	to	include	clowns,	acrobats,	and	parades	of	trained	animals.	A,	B.	to	their	winter	feeding	grounds,	using	the	stars	or	the	sun	as	their	guide.	resilient	K.	After	the	breeding	season	is	over	and	the	babies	have	left	the	nest,	it	is	time	for	the	birds	to	head	for	warmer	parts	of	the	world	to	spend	the	winter
months.	adj.,	able	to	work	without	waste	17.	embrace	E.	F	Forests,	espec1ally	the	tropical	rain	forests,	are	a	vital	natural	resource	with	extensive	biodiversity	and	irreplaceable	wtldltfe	habitats.	finding	the	way	from	one	place	to	another	s.	Then	choose	another	city	and	do	this	again.	1BrE:	table	2BrE:	summarise	21	32.	,	a	special	ability	n.	Modem
shoppingmalls	remove	shoppers	from	every	thing	natural,	leaving	them	to	experience	the	outdoors	only	between	the	paved	parking	lot3	and	the	mall	doors.	What	talents	do	you	have	that	you	would	Uke	to	develop	more?	Modern	industry	has	caused	damage	to	our	natural	1	........	•	related	to	thinking	17.	,	the	working	of	something,	being	used	adv.	To
avoid	these	delays,	railroads	started	running	freight	trains	at	night.	Stressors:	little	rain	2	.	locomotive	L.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	Major	Subways	of	Europe	Public	transportation1	is	an	intrinsic	part	of	every	modem	city.	Adaptations:	ability	to	close	pores	large	root	systems	to	4	.	Read	the	definitions	below.	Match	each	word	with
its	correct	deftn1tlon.	a	hanging	seat	that	moves	back	and	forth	1	.	Although	most	bird	migration	takes	place	between	the	lower	and	higher	latitudes	of	the	Northern	Hemisphere,	many	species	are	transe	quatortal,	living	in	the	Northern	Hemisphere	during	the	breeding	season	and	in	the	Southern	Hemisphere	during	the	remainder	of	the	year.	In
addition,	diurnal	migrants	have	also	been	shown	to	use	geographic	features	such	as	mountain	ranges	or	seacoasts	as	other	cues	for	navigation.	Cutting	down	trees	keeps	pollutants	10	16.	Read	the	product	description	and	reviews	(reading).	adj.,	very	severe	or	difficult	19.	Focusing	our	eyes	on	one	object	only	will	cause	that	object	to	look	indistinct.
Support	your	opinion	with	reasons	and	examplesfrom	your	own	knowl	edge	or	experience.	Write	a	dej!nJtlonfor	each	underlined	word.	83	69.	When	the	stars	are	obscured	by	clouds,	nocturnal	migrants	may	become	confused	and	return	to	land	or	stray	off	course.	focus	H.	By	the	time	they	were	ready	to	expand	the	subway	system.	B,	or	c.	Tree	roots
also	stabilize	the	soil	and	help	prevent	erosion.	v.,	to	reproduce	M.	Why	or	why	not?	The	stations	and	entrances	are	examples	of	art	nouveau	architecture,	and	they	are	decorated	with	mosaics,	sculptures.	,	greatness	adj	.	QUESTIONS	1-2	found	[FOWNDl	A	verb.	4.	The	new	Harlow	Greathead	Shield	carved	a	circular	tube	more	than	seven	feet	1n
diame	ter.	•	a	3.	Before	they	could	paint	the	mural	in	the	station.	Words	Definitions	1.	QUESTIONS	1-2	fo-cus	[FO-kus]	A	noun.	Because	a	desert	is	2.	The	subway	system	was	designed	to	be	expandable.	environment	environmental	environmentally	2.	extent	extend	extensive	4.	Words	Definitions	71	82.	Answer	the	questions	about	History	of	the	Circus.
He	was	a	skilled	rider	who	invented	stunt	riding	on	horseback.	Sometimes	we	take	charge	of	howwe	process	all	that	blur	surrounding	the	tiny	center1	that	our	vision	is	focused	on.	Explain	why	(writtng).	adj.,	easy	to	cany	6.	When	was	the	Sprtngfleld	Circus	founded?	.IELTS	STUDY	CONTRACT	You	must	make	a	commitment	to	study	English.	n.,
reason	to	do	something,	reward	12.	You	will	learn	to	recognize	common	prefixes	and	suffixes	and	how	words	are	joined	together.	Joshua	Brown	helped	to	popularize	the	circus	in	America.	adaptations	adapts	adapted	2.	,	stopping	the	usual	course	of	activity	n.	rugged	P.	pedestrian	12.	Over	the	ages,	dif-	ferent	species	of	birds	have	4..	D	In	1851,	the
first	electric	headlamp	was	developed.	and	builders	did	not	have	to	look	far	to	find	it.	,	to	make	something	smaller	v.	Efficient	headlamps	made	safe	travel	at	night	possible.	,	the	outer	part	or	top	of	something	adj.	J.	You	have	to	be	reaJly	obsexvant	to	spot	most	types	of	blrds.	extend	The	Amazon	rain	forest	extends	from	Brazil	into	neighboring
countries.	2BrE:	practised	38	45.	Good	footwork	and	body	positioning	w1ll	help	the	athlete	gain	viewing	time	1n	this	Intense	environment,	improv	ing	the	opportunity	to	anticipate	what	will	happen	next.	adj.•	related	to	the	body	R	adj.,	hardworking	s.	---�	business,	technology,	and	more	•1ELTS	is	a	trademark	of	the	IELTS	Partners.	177	Brand
Loyalty	186	Global	Outsourcing	195	Unit	8:	Society	205	Social	Networking	205	Why	Are	Women	Leaving	Science	Careers?	Did	you	meet	the	requirements	of	your	contract?	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	DOUD	pollution	noun	pollutant	verb	pollute	DOUD	stability	verb	stabilize	adjective	stable	14	Deforestation	contributes	to	the	effects	of	both
air	and	water	poilu-	tlon.	and	shelter	for	plants,	animals,	and	microorganisms	throughout	the	ecosys	tem	are	also	lost;	many	life	forms-both	terrestrial	and	aquatic-are	becoming	endangered	as	forests·vanish.	Modem	subway	systems	use	computers	to	operate	the	trains.	to	hire	1	.	You	will	practice	these	vocabulary	words	by	doing	exercises	that	look
just	like	the	ques	tions	on	the	IELTS.	n.,	one	half	of	the	Earth;	also,	one	half	of	a	sphere	T.	salty	conditions.	•	in	a	way	that	is	impossible	to	see	or	notice	9.	vanish	20.	Most	plant	species	are	not	adapt	able	to	a	desert	environment.	Trees	provide	a	habitat	for	A	birds	only.	Questions	5-7	J	Choose	the	correct	letter,	A.	•	unclear	10.	navigation	14.	When	we
deforest	an	area,	many	animals	lose	their	habitat.	or	C.	n.,	the	cutting	down	of	trees	for	commercial	purposes	0.	However,	this	is	not	without	untold	harm	to	the	environment.	Leisure	time	was	extremely	rare	during	the	Dark	Ages,	and	people	had	few	opportunities	to	enjoy	circus	performances.	deseect	________	3.	maneuver1	K.	Authorttles	have	begun
to	acknowledge	the	problem,	and	innovative	programs4	that	gtve	children	an	opportunity	to	spend	time	in	nature	are	being	introduced	in	countries	around	the	world.	Good	athletes	always	try	to	do	their	best	but	must	stlll	be	tolerant	of	occasional	failure.	Correct	any	mis	takes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	obvious	K.	Digging	deeper
twmels	makes	subway	construction	less	destruc	tive	to	buildings	and	roads	on	the	surface.	environmental	Logging	causes	a	great	deal	of	environmental	damage.	These	stomata	generally	remain	open	during	the	day	while	the	plant	conducts	photosynthesis.	Summarl.ze1	the	information	by	selecting	and	reporting	the	main	infor	mation	and	making
comparisons.	,	central	office	for	a	military	commander	n.	they	won•t	untie.	Which	paragraphs	discuss	thefoUowing	information?	features	such	as	murals	showing	local	scenes,	or	a	station	may	be	used	as	a	showcase	for	the	work	of	important	local	artists.	I	will	spend	___	hours	a	week	listening	to	English.	Perhaps	the	rest	of	the	world	would	do	we11	to
fo11ow	their	lead	.	Species	of	Birds	Observed	In	Woodchuck	County	by	Season	(partial	list)	Species	Winter	Summer	bluebirds	X	cardinals	X	X	crows	X	X	juncos	X	mockingbirds	X	orioles	X	vireos	X	woodpeckers	X	X	Speaking	ITalk	about	thefollowing	topics.	of	many	terrestrial	and	aquatic	animals	are	dam-	aged.	21	35.	QUESTIONS	3-4	band	[BAND]	A
noun.	A	locomotive	needs	a	headlamp	with	high	intensity.	venue	Definitions	A.	41	55.	Durtng	migration,	most	birds	fly	for	a	limited	period	each	day,	proba	bly	about	six	to	eight	hours,	typically	flying	distances	of	several	hundred	miles.	I	will	spend	hours	a	week	speaking	English.	38.	intercept	1	3.	Word	Families	noun	adaptation	verb	adapt	adjective
adaptable	noun	diversity	noun	diversification	verb	diversify	adjective	diverse	noun	extreme	adjective	extreme	adverb	extremely	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Plants	in	the	Takllmakan	Desert	have	adaptations	that	allow	them	to	live	1n	the	dry.	swing	[SWING]	A	noun.	of	plants	that	can	be	found	there	is	truly	amazing.	Making	fire	portable	and
dependable	was	so	difficult	that	lights	on	moving	vehi	cles	were	hardly	ever	considered.	display	c.	n..	still	enjoyed	by	people	today.	Contrast	ing	co�	backgrounds,	adequate	ltghttng,	nonconfusing	uniform	color	combinations.	Despite	these	tougher	requirements,	the	Columbia	Electric	Car	was	equipped	with	electric	headlamps	in	1	898.	Tamarix
ramosissima,	and	Alhagi	sparsifolta-represent	some	ofthe	most	diverse,	prolific	vegetation	in	the	area;	although	they	share	many	sUIVival	strategies,	each	has	developed	unique	coping	mechanisms	of	its	own.	adv.,	only	3.	c	Logging	can	also	damage	aquatic	habitats.	31	37.	be	ready	for	something	6.	obscure	17.	A	verb.	Philip	Astley	is	known	as	the
developer	of	stunt	riding.	What	kinds	of	animals	begin	the	show?	The	ovexwhelming	character	of	city	life	affects	our	A	interest	in	nature.	n.,	something	not	seen	clearly	18.	Athletes	best	demonstratejust	how	much	we	can	use	the	entire	range	of	our	vision,	fanning	out	to	the	periphety.	This	is	also	an	opportunity	for	you	to	use	some	of	the	vocabulary
words	in	your	response.	Answer	the	questions	about	Firat	Beadl•mpe.	What	did	you	like	about	it?	evolution	evolved	evolutionary	5.	"'ntethe	co"ectwtter.	·	C	some	performers	in	France.	I	will	spend	hours	a	week	reading	English.	are	a	source	of	nutrients	for	birds.	Some	birds,	however,	undertake	much	longer	flights	when	their	routes	include	crossing
large	bodies	of	water	or	other	geographic	fea	tures	such	as	deserts	and	mountains.	n.,	the	condition	of	being	very	overweight	55	61.	•	If	context	clues	cannot	help	you	determine	the	meaning	of	a	word,	you	can	use	a	dictionary	designed	for	learners	of	English.	Words	1	.	The	air	and	water	are	filled	with	2.....	tricky	Q.	Word	Family	Practice	I	Choose	the
correct	wordfamily	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	.	appeal	B.	Trees	provide	aquatic	animals	with	a	defense	from	A	coolness.	The	new.	a	sudden	or	big	change	B	noun.	Diurnal	migrants,	those	migrating	during	the	day,	take	their	cues	from	the	loca	tion	of	the	sun.	•	Correct	your	mistakes.	donation	box	B	tEntrance	25	31.	They	navigate	by	looking	at	the
stars.	The	1..	59	65.	•	strict,	firm	20.	The	destruction	of	buildings	was	part	of	the	process	of	creating	the	subway	system.	headquarters	9.	Alhagi	sparsifolta.	Words	Definitions	21	27.	When	Stalin	1BrE:	transport	74	80.	A	Insects	B	Roots	C	Leaves	3.	hamper	G.	Russia	ran	the	first	train	equipped	with	1BrE:	travelled	2BrE:	kerosene	3BrE:	theatre	72.	,	a
period	of	100	years	n.	Are	there	any	subway	or	train	stations	or	other	buildings	in	your	city	that	have	especially	beautiful	architecture?	B	suffer	from	obesity	and	depression.	A	volleyball	player,	for	example,	must	pay	attention	to	body	positioning	in	relation	to	the	speed	and	angle	of	the	moving	ball	as	well	as	to	the	court	boundaries.	massive	1	1	.	•
Use	your	notes	to	gtve	an	oral	summacy	of	the	show.	In	addition	to	physical	abilities.	Detecting	and	keeping	track	of	as	much	motion	as	possible	whUe	perfonning	physical	maneuvers	Is	quite	a	feat.	•	Write	a	report	about	the	product.	The	plants'	principal	defense4	against	these	environmental	stressors	consists	of	drawing	in	as	much	water	as	possible
while	minimizing	moisture	loss.	The	office	worker	might	notice	the	tiny	distracting	insect	moving	beside	the	computer,	but	the	fast-moving	ath	lete	must	detect	all	kinds	of	motion	from	evety	angle	and	never	lose	con	centration.	tolerate	P.	68.	n.,	plants	M.	something	not	seen	clearly	B	verb.	Then	write	a	short	essay	about	the	event	(wrttt.ng).	Words	1.
damage	to	vegetation	in	many	areas.	10.	minimize1	H.	The	5....	Answer	the	questions	about	Plant	Life	in	the	TalrJtmakan	Denrt.	reluctant	or	painful	20.	Look	them	up	in	the	dictionary	and	write	their	definitions.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Word	Family	Practice	I	Choose	the	correct	wordfamily	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete	each	blank.	A	bet	ter
means	of	expanding	the	ortgtnal	Underground	was	needed.	INTRODUCTION	SELF-STUDY	ACTIVITIES	Here	are	some	ways	you	can	improve	your	English	vocabulary	on	your	own.	No	part	of	this	publication	may	be	reproduced	or	distributed	tn	any	fonn	or	by	any	means	wtthout	the	wrttten	permission	of	the	copyright	owner.	C	aquatic	animals.
Putlmea	by	Ale	(mlnutea	per	weekend	clay)	Computer	Reading	Oeisure	use)	13-19	years	old	5	75	20-65	years	old	30	30	66+	years	old	60	30	Speaking	I	Talk	about	thejoUowlng	topics.	The	innovation	of	electric	headlamps	made	travel	much	easier.	An	illuminator	can	provide	an	area	with	ltght.	Then	choose	another	event	and	do	this	again.	Although	the
modem	circus	has	been	around	for	a	few	centuries,	related	forms	of	public	entertainment	have	been	in	existence	for	millennia.	water	40.	sparse	L.	Questions	1-4	Do	thefollowing	describe	the	subway	system	in	London,	Paris,	or	Moscow?	They	have	to	2.	The	Moscow	Metro	opened	in	1935.	1BrE:	summarise	70.	Birds	5.	Early	2..........	obesity	lmowledge
13.	E.	B	passive	activities.	underground	=	under	+	ground	Meaning:	below	the	surface	of	the	ground	Geadthe	sentences.	the	lfght.	Although	desert	plants	have	adapted	for	their	own	survival,	they	also	help	protect	their	ecosystem	by	stabilizing	sand	dunes,	preventing	ero	sion,	presenting	a	barrier	to	sandstorms,	and	conserving	biodiversity.	UnUke
the	traveling	bands	of	performers,	court	jesters	had	permanent	jobs.	Like	P.	Athletes	need	as	much	peripheral	range	as	possible.	n.,	a	hard	bump	in	wood	13.	__	6.	The	underground	Moscow	stations	are	filled	with	statuary,	painting,	and	mosaics.	rejuvenate	P.	Complications	Complicate	Complicated	42	48.	Think	about	your	op1nion	of	the	book.
ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	noun	industry	adjective	industtious	adverb	industriously	DOUD	intellect	DOUD	intellectual	adJective	intellectual	adverb	intellectually	noun	reluctance	adjective	reluctant	adverb	reluctantly	10	His	favorite	pastime	is	building	model	ships,	and	he	always	goes	about	this	activity	with	great	industry.	a	small	group	B
noun.	anguage	u�ly-!1	u�J�_jyl	�/	82	88.	D	Trees	provide	a	natural	defense	against	air	pollution.	........	The	expansion	of	the	subway	system	cost	a	great	deal	of	money.	they	had	to	cover	the	wall	with	an	undercoat	of	special	paint.	Desert	plants	have	a	variety	of	1.	0.	Look	them	up	in	the	di.ctionary	and	write	their	definitions.	this	peripheral	view,
without	taking	note.	If	you	knotyour	shoelaces	well.	It	was	used	as	a	military	headquarters	during	World	War	II.	pastimes	don't	feel	rejuvenated.	He	worked	on	his	project	industriously.	The	expert	wrote	authoritatively	about	the	topic	of	exercise	and	its	effects	on	mental	health.	indistinct	J.	Migration	is	an	excellent	example	of	how	nature	has
responded	to	the	biological	imperative	for	species	to	evolve	and	spread	out	into	all	possible	ecological	niches	that	can	provide	the	conditions	necessary	for	species	to	breed	and	raise	young.	REVIEW	A	BOOK	OR	MOVIE	•	Read	a	book	(reading).	The	more	words	you	know,	the	more	you	will	understand.	Transequatorial	birds	cross	from	one	hemisphere
to	the	other	when	they	migrate.	The	more	words	you	know,	the	more	fluently	you	will	be	able	to	speak	and	write.	Other	events	held	at	the	Circus	Maxtmus	included	glad	iator	fights	and	exhibits	of	exotic	animals	such	as	elephants	and	tigers.	Through	the	evolutlonacy	process,	birds	have	developed	adaptations	that	allow	them	to	survive	in	ditierent
envtronrrtents.	spectator	1	7.	A	volleyball	player	does	not	need	to	focus	on	the	movements	of	the	other	players	on	the	court.	It	is	famous	for	its	beautiful	architecture.	Then	read	another	book	and	do	this	again.	•	related	to	the	area	just	outside	5.	D	activities	1n	the	city.	Signed	Date	8.	authorities	authorizes	authoritative	67.	44	50.	•	digging	the	deeper
tunnels	did	not	4...	FALSE	ifthe	statement	contradicts	the	information.	AU	inqutrtes	should	be	addressed	to:	Barron's	Educational	5eries,	Inc.	v.,	to	keep	from	changing,	maintain	S.	operation	1	1	.	•	Essential	Words	for	the	IEL1S	will	teach	you	how	to	use	context	clues.	urban	Q.	The	team	gave	an	excellent	performance	at	last	night's	game.	v.,	to	show;
model	3BrE:	organise	37	43.	Limellghts,	which	were	used	to	llght	theaterS	stages	on	both	sides	of	the	Atlantic,	were	con	sidered	too	intense	for	trains.	When	eroding	soU	flows	into	water	ways,	the	organic	matter	within	it	consumes	more	oxygen,	which	can	lead	to	oxygen	depletion	in	the	water,	k1111ng	fish	and	other	aquatic	wildlife.	Write	TRUE	if
the	statement	agrees	with	the	information.	214	Wheelchair-Accessibility	Issues	223	Unit	9:	Education	233	Learning	Styles	233	The	Homeschool	Option	242	Educating	the	Gifted	251	Unit	10:	Technology/Inventions	261	The	Development	of	the	Lightbulb	261	The	Invention	of	Variable-Pitch	Propellers	271	The	Transatlantic	Cable	280	Appendix	289
Answer	Key	289	Audioscripts	342	6.	If	the	banks	of	the	river	continue	to	erode,	they	will	no	longer	be	stable.	peripheral	M.	n.,	the	ability	to	see;	sight	19.	about	choosing	a	pastime	that	ts	active	rather	than	passive.	•	to	accept,	allow	16.	If	you	llve	in	a	part	of	the	world	where	3.	transitional	0.	back-and-forth	movement	C	noun.	Words	Defmitions	48	54.
Birds	navigate	by	looking	at	the	sun	and	stars.	Activities	•	Reading	•	Playing	computer	games	•	Doing	puzzles	•	Using	the	Internet	Activities	that	exercise	both	our	minds	and	bodies	help	us	avoid	4	..........	Stores	and	malls	have	sprung	up	by	stations,	something	that	is	especially	convenient	1n	cold	climates.	entertainment	entertainer	entertained	3.
Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	There	are	three	topics	per	unit,	and	each	introduces	twenty	new	vocabulazy	words	in	the	context	of	the	unit	theme.	engage	G.	A	circus	animal	trainer	has	to	be	able	to	work	with	exotic	animals.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	Environmental	Impacts	of	Logging	A	From
shipping	crates	to	paper	bags,	the	logging	industry	supplies	the	raw	materials	for	an	array	of	products.	deliberation	deliberate	deliberately	5.	However,	6....	what	has	been	the	most	sign!flcant	transportation	tnrwvatton	ofthe	past	200	years?	monetary	J.	Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	pastimes;	other	people	choose
different	sorts	of	leisure-time	activities.	The	swing	of	the	branches	1n	the	breeze	made	a	creaking	noise.	The	stability	of	the	natural	envi	ronment	depends	on	the	interac	tion	of	many	factors.	2.	47	53.	•	to	be	of	interest	R	v.	Word	Families	DOUD	development	DOUD	developer	verb	develop	DOUD	entertainment	DOUJl	entertainer	verb	entertain
adjective	entertaining	DOUJl	permanence	adjective	permanent	adverb	permanently	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Joshua	Brown's	introduction	of	the	circus	tent	was	an	important	contribution	to	the	development	of	the	circus.	The	2.	n.,	food	I	15.	A	Ancient	circus	B	Modem	circus	C	Both	the	ancient	circus	and	the	modem	circus	1	.	Environmental	stressors
in	the	Taklimakan	Desert	include	A	sparse	sunlight.	s.	People	can	be	reluctant	to	leave	their	familiar	city	surroundings	to	explore	unknown	places.	violent	1BrE:	m1n1mise	2BrE:	behaviour	P.	The	planning	and	construction	of	a	subway	system	requires	a	great	deal	of	time	and	effort.	Often	businesses	spring	up	in	and	around	a	new	subway	station,
contributing	to	the	life	of	the	neighborhood.	an	edge.	The	circus	has	5.	A	subway	train	operator	needs	special	training	for	the	job.	Correct	any	mistakes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	I	promise	to	learn	new	words	every	day.	An	athlete	must	coordinate	physical	skill	wtth	sharp	vtsion	to	play	a	game	well.	An	athlete's	performance,
necessitating	high	levels	of	coordination	and	reaction	time,	depends	on	tratntng	visual	abilities,	not	just	tuning	muscles.	sWing	M.	Choose	another	topic	and	do	this	again.	The	court	jesters	of	the	Dark	Ages	usually	A	were	sk11led	animal	trainers.	The	countries	with	the	most	vacation	time	are	Italy,	with	an	average	of	forty-two	days	a	year,	and	France,
with	thirty-seven.	58.	took	place	in	a	massive	venue	Questions	5-7	I	Choose	_	Uw	correct	�Uer.	B	thrive	in	extreme	conditions.	_____________�	5.	M.	Size	of	Subway	Syatema	Total	track	length	(both	Number	of	Number	underground	and	stations	in	of	daily	on	the	surface)	operation	passengers	London	Underground	408	km	275	3	million	Parts	Metro	2
14	km	300	4.5	million	Moscow	Metro	300	km	1	82	6.5	million	1BrE:	table	2BrE:	summarise	81	87.	border	13.	flair	F.	euphratlca	controls	evapora	tion	by	opening	and	closing	the	stomata,	or	tiny	pores,	on	the	leaf	sur	face	in	response	to	the	amount	of	moisture	being	lost	through	the	leaves	to	the	surrounding	air.	DISCUSS	A	BOOK	OR	A	CD	•	Go	to
www.amazon.com	•	Choose	a	book	or	CD	or	any	product.	...	The	different	types	of	talks	and	conversations	and	the	different	question	types	found	in	the	four	listening	sections	of	the	IELTS	are	distributed	throughout	the	book,	so	you	will	get	practice	with	listen	ing	comprehension	from	all	four	sections	of	the	IELTS	listening	test.	commuter	a	city	6.
Read	the	dejlnttions	below.	The	development	of	electric	headlamps	was	the	work	of	a	number	of	innovative	people.	INTRODUCTION	SVHifAR.lZE	A	lV	SHOW	•	Watch	a	1V	show	in	English	(listening).	remnant	1	5.	a	strip	of	cloth	__	3.	past	tense	and	past	participle	of	the	verbfind	1	.	For	example,	many	species	regu	larly	cross	the	Gulf	of	Mexico,	a	trip
that	requires	a	continuous	flight	of	more	than	1,000	miles	and	takes	from	twenty-four	to	thirty-six	hours	or	longer.	All	three	systems	are	continuing	to	expand,	providing	service	to	more	riders	1n	more	distant	locales.	c	Unfortunately,	as	society	becomes	more	centered1	on	city	life,	we	have	to	rejuvenate	ourselves	in	nature	deliberately	rather	than	as	a
matter	of	course.	What	forms	of	entertainment	are	popular	1n	your	city?	Some	animals	are	easier	to	train	than	others.	International	Engltsh	Language	Testing	System-study	guides.	The	athlete's	view,	full	of	movement,	requires	rapid	scanning	with	visual	focus	changing	rapidly	among	various	distances.	31	42.	Tests	demonstrate	that	people	suffer
decreases	in	atten	tion	span,	memory,	and	problem-solving	ability	after	taking	a	short	walk	on	a	busy	city	street	or	merely	seeing	pictures	of	city	life.	Vocabulaxy.	•	it	had	2.	Tell	why	you	want	to	buy	one	or	why	it	is	interesting	to	you.	that	allow	them	to	endure	the	desert	environment.	Migratory	bfrds	are	born	with	navigational	skills;	they	don't	have	to
learn	them.	The	London	Underground	was	first	buUt	because	A	the	underwater	pedestrian	tunnel	had	been	damaged.	Look	at	the	map	below	labeled	A-E.	Both	Brttlsh	English	and	Amertcan	English	spelling	are	acceptable	on	the	exam.	Not	all	migration	is	long	distance.	Vision	and	Basketball	Basketball	players	have	to	1	......	A	well-lmown	example	of
transequatorial	migration	is	the	arctic	tern.	n.,	protection	K.	intellect	intellectual	intellectually	4.	17	23.	•	Choose	a	city,	choose	a	hotel.	These	performers	made	up	the	medieval	circus,	which	had	little	in	common	with	the	Circus	Max:lmus	other	than	adopting	the	word	circus	as	its	name.	•	Punctuation	is	another	context	clue.	a	lamp	that	generated	Its
own	electricity	4.	Activities	•	Sports	•	Playing	with	children	•	Gardening	3..	,	to	make	an	object	or	place	beautiful	n.	for	use	on	locomotives	included	lamps	that	3...	v.,	to	look	over	15.	the	edge	of	something	1	0.	adj.	The	most	popular	pastimes	in	different	countries	around	the	world	__	2.	Some	people	prefer	to	deseed	fruit	before	eating	it.	P.	,	a	person
who	travels	regularly	3.	66.	and	less	off-court	motion	all	help	the	athlete's	peripheral	concentration.	v.,	to	reduce	to	the	least	possible	7.	Three	Takli	makan	plants-Populus	euphrattca.	breed	3.	The	animal	trainers,	clowns,	and	other	circus	performers	who	are	familiar	to	us	today	can	trace	their	roots	to	the	coliseums,	stadiums,	and	race	tracks	of	the
ancient	world.	mode	M.	Wrtte	TRUE	ifthe	statement	agrees	with	the	information.	In	return,	a	healthy	soU	encourages	root	development	and	microbial	activity,	which	contribute	to	tree	growth	and	well-being.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	of	the	correct	deftnttionfor	each	sentence.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	Word	Family	Practice
�ethe	correct	wordfamJly	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	�mpleteeach	blank.	They	are	not	merely	a	way	to	use	up	free	time.	n.,	an	object	that	produces	light	16.	C	the	city	streets	were	too	clogged	for	trains	on	the	surface.	The	author	is	especially	grateful	to	Daniel	Nontlan	for	his	contribution	on	the	history	of	the	circus	and	to	Kristen	Girardi,	the
editor,	for	her	generous	and	careful	attention	to	every	single	detail	in	the	book.	Check	the	ones	you	plan	to	t:Iy.	Add	some	of	your	own	ideas.	Are	you	fascinated	by	birds?	Take	notes	as	you	listen.	4	•	Read	about	it.	Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	Questions	1-3	The	reading	passage	containsfive	paragraphs,	A-E.	As
cltmate	changes,	plant	species	tn	an	area	may	diversify	if	condi	tions	improve.	pollution	pollutants	pollutes	3.	n.,	constant	sadness	T.	aquatic	2.	5.	temperatures	rapid	3	..........	Vui	lòng	tham	khảo	cửa	hàng	khác!	1.	vegetation	1BrE:	defence	2BrE:	stabilise	Definitions	A.	The	entire	team	performed	well	during	the	game.	boundary	something	5.	Everyone
was	excited	to	see	cars	that	displayed	the	new	electric	headlamps.	I	will	spend	hours	a	week	writing	English.	v.,	to	make	or	produce	14.	ACKNOWLEDGMENT	The	author	would	like	to	thank	all	the	teachers	and	students	around	the	world	who	have	helped	form	the	content	of	this	book.	active	during	the	day	J.	We	spent	a	vecy	entertaining	afternoon	at
the	circus.	Many	of	the	words	introduced	in	earlier	units	are	repeated	tn	later	units.	In	addition	to	planning	the	routes,	digging	the	tunnels,	and	laying	the	tracks,	the	stations	have	to	be	built.	L.	areas.	UNIT	1	;	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	airborne,	where	they	can	mJx	with	water	vapor1	and	fonn	acid	rain.	fascinate	7.	This	is	all	part	of	an	effort	to
decrease	greenhouse	gases	emitted	from	personal	vehicles.	vision	R	v.	The	circus	has	survived	in	many	forms	throughout	the	centuries.	However,	the	circus	survived	to	make	a	return	to	its	former	grandeur	in	the	eighteenth	centucy.	v..	Take	notes	as	you	listen.	Unit	1	:	The	Natural	World	ENVIRONMENTAL	IMPACTS	OF	LOGGING	Words	Lookfor
thefollowing	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	•	very	strong	7.	illuminator	or	ship	10.	adj.,	varied,	of	many	kinds	1	1	.	Some	logging	companies	bum	large	tracts	of	forest	just	to	facilitate	access	to	one	area-a	practtce2	that	discharges	even	more	carbon	dioxide.	D	diverse	plant	life.	endure	5.	tell	us	that	this	is	actually	the	best	way	to	decrease	stress	and
relax.	Words	Definitions	58	64.	�	B	_	,	_	c	_	,	_	o	_	r	_	D	_	.	indiscernibly	I.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	a	battery-powered	electric	headlamp.	restricted	area	3.	Word	Families	noun	authority	verb	authorize1	adjective	authoritative	adverb	authoritatively	DOUD	deliberation	verb	deliberate	adjective	deliberate	adverb	deliberately	noun	emotion	adjective
emotional	adverb	emotionally	1BrE:	authorise	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	The	authorities	decided	to	keep	the	park	open	in	the	evenings	so	fam1lies	could	spend	more	time	in	nature.	Match	each	word	with	its	correct	dejlniti.on.	diversity	diversify	diverse	33	39.	adapt	to	another	3.	v.•	to	participate	in	something	14.	popularity	popularize	popular	5.
ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Writing	In	your	opinion.	extend	8.	a	spiny	shrub,	thrives	in	the	Takltmakan	Desert	even	though	it	uses	large	amounts	of	water.	n.,	the	nonnal	or	common	thing	13.	v.,	to	provide	energy	H.	of	all	parts	of	the	body	while	moving	around	the	court	or	field	is	very	important.	....	and	the	idea	spread	to	other	countries.	In
the	late	1830s,	railroad	traffic	became	heavy	enough	for	freight	trains	to	delay	passenger	trains.	adj.,	unprotected	from	the	wind	0.	movement	from	one	place	to	another	L.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	Dictionary	Skill	Different	Meanings	Many	words	have	more	than	one	meaning.	n.,	a	free-time	activity	1	5.	the	test	of	time	and	is	.	The	impact	of	erosion
on	fish	1BrE:	vapour	2BrE:	practice	n.,	practise	v.	The	show	became	very	4.	Many	people	obseiVe	birds	as	a	hobby.	the	meaning	ofthe	compound	word	is	related	to	the	meanings	of	the	two	separate	words.	lamps	rugged	enough	to	use	with	cars	3.	18	A	Branches	B	Roots	C	Trunks	22.	We	need	to	stabilize	the	damage	caused	by	logging	before	it	gets
worse.	The	effects	of	logging	extend	beyond	just	the	felling	of	a	swath	of	trees.	how	well	a	person	or	machine	does	4.	paintings,	and	innovative	doors	and	walls.	Write	at	least	250	words.	The	requirements	for	car	headlamps	were	more	stringent	than	those	for	trains:	Because	roads	were	even	rougher	than	ratls,	cars	required	more	rugged	parts,	and
the	steam	generators	had	to	be	smaller	than	those	in	trains.	portable	N.	sparsifolia	does	so	according	to	hydraulic	conductance-that	is,	the	ease	with	which	it	takes	up	ground	water.	•	Pick	any	subject	and	read	the	entry	(reading).	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Word	Family	Practice	Choose	the	correct	wordfa.rnily	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete
each	blank.	Who	would	you	recommend	it	to	and	why?	72	78.	By	that	time,	horses	and	pedestrians	had	so	clogged	the	streets	of	London	that	city	government	ruled	that	no	railroads	could	enter	the	city	except	underground.	Match	each	word	with	its	correct	deftni.ttDn.	Words	Definitions	1.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Word	Family	Practice	I
Clwose	the	correct	wordfamily	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete	each	blank.	These	clues	may	be	in	the	same	�entence	or	in	the	same	paragraph.	2	•	Prtnt	your	name	below	on	line	1.	ESSENTIALWORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	My	Words	Write	the	words	that	are	new	to	you.	Words	Definitions	Word	Families	DOUD	efficiency	aciJectiYe	efficient	advem
efficiently	Efficiency	is	an	important	quality	for	any	new	product.	n.,	a	strong	effect	J.	After	deliberation,	he	decided	to	spend	some	time	every	day	engaged	in	outdoor	activities.	Explain	what	the	book	is	about	and	what	your	opinion	is	(speaking).	Horatio	Allen's	183	1	innovation,	the	'!rack	Illuminator,"	was	suddenly	in	demand.	Make	a	video	of
yourself	talking	about	this	place.	A	Having	strong	roots	that	can	hold	on	during	violent	sandstorms	B	Closing	pores	to	minimize	loss	of	moisture	C	Occupying	a	place	in	the	shade	of	a	larger	plant	to	avoid	the	scorch-	ing	desert	sun	D	Diluting	the	salt	that	the	plant	takes	in	E	Having	large	root	systems	that	can	reach	water	far	from	the	plant	F	Adding
salt	to	the	soU	to	minlm1ze	competition	from	other	plants	G	Accumulating	water	in	the	leaves	of	the	plant	My	Words	Write	the	words	that	are	new	to	you.	The	shield	could	be	used	to	dig	deeper	tun	nels	without	destroying	the	surface	structures	above	them.	Say	them,	write	them,	read	them,	and	listen	to	them.	A	25	years	ago	B	75	years	ago	C	100
years	ago	2.	rural	L.	Deforestation	is	responsible	for	about	one-fifth	of	carbon	dioxide	emissions	worldwide,	making	1t	a	major	contributor	to	cllmate	change-in	particular,	global	warming.	with	different	types	of	nest-building	skills.	•	to	center	attention	on	one	object;	concentrate	1BrE:	manoeuver	s.	•	After	watching,	write	a	summazy	of	the	show
(writing).	You	can	find	links	to	moVie	reviews	to	use	as	models	at	www.mrqe.com.	Evety	activity	tn	each	chapter	will	help	you	develop	this	skill.	•	At	the	end	of	each	week,	add	up	your	hours.	.....	Many	people	enjoy	observing	birds	because	they	find	them	fascinating.	Nutrients,	water.	Questions	1-4	Do	thejoUowtng	describe	the	ancient	circus,	the
modem	circus,	or	both?	He	performed	his	stunts	in	a	circus	ring,	another	of	his	ideas,	within	an	indoor	stadium.	Some	species	exhibit	altitudinal	migration.	Which	FOUR	drawbacks	of	early	train	travel	does	the	lecturer	mention?	materlal	to	5..	6.	stringent	or	makes	it	stronger	19.	the	whole	court	to	see	the	actions	of	the	rest	of	the	players.	158
Learning	Vacations	168	Unit	7:	Business	1	77	What	Makes	a	Small	Business	Successful?	Around	the	sixth	centwy	B.c.	,	the	Circus	Maximus	was	founded	in	Rome	as	a	venue	for	public	entertainment,	mostly	chariot	races,	which	were	a	popular	spectator	sport.	Eroding	soU	pollutes	water.	Dictionary	Skill/Word	Skill	This	section	uses	one	or	two	words
from	the	vocabulary	list	to	help	you	practice	using	a	dictionary	or	analyzing	a	word	to	determine	its	meaning.	D	took	place	in	a	portable	tent.	Another	source	of	3.	,	to	continue,	stay	altve	n.	n.,	wetness	or	water	15.	entertained	spectators	with	races	___	3.	tolerance	tolerate	tolerant	6.	The	Euphrates	poplar,	Populus	euphrattca.	Desert	plants	are
resilient	to	heat	and	dryness.	markedly	I.	by	burning	pine	knots	or	whale	oil.	Around	the	world,	the	most	popular	way	to	spend	free	time	is	watching	television.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	ofthe	correct	definitionfor	each	sentence.	Tell	why	you	want	to	buy	one.	What	has	not	changed	since	the	circus	was	founded?	We	can	leant	a	great
deal	about	the	lives	of	birds	through	simple	obseiVatlon.	Building	a	new	subway	system	may	require	the	3.	Although	this	was	an	improve	ment,	the	braking	distance	the	trains	required	was	more	than	the	100	feet	of	track	that	were	illuminated.	•	Write	a	SWillllalY	of	what	you	read	and	heard.	v.,	to	gradually	increase	over	time	6.	Water	quality	1n
nearby	streams	and	rivers	also	detertorates	as	tree	loss	contrtbutes	to	increased	sedimentation.	In	1849,	a	calcium	lamp	was	devel	oped	that	threw	light	1	,000	feet	and	lasted	four	hours;	however,	the	only	railroad	company	to	use	it	was	Camden	and	Amboy.	Finally,	she	needs	to	be	a	fast	thinker.	v.,	to	make	things	diftlcult,	get	in	the	9.	permanence
permanent	permanently	1BrE:	horse	rider	51	57.	,	the	style	of	a	building	v.,	to	use	adj.,	baste	n.	Often.	UNIT	1:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Word	Family	Practice	Choose	the	con·ect	wordfwnUy	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete	each	blank.	The	athlete	also	needs	to	have	good	4..	The	last	addition	to	his	act	was	slapstick	humor.	audiences	With	stunt
riding.	tamarisk	can	naturally	determine	when	to	close	stomata	to	inhibit	evaporation	and	regulate	photosynthesis.	trees	to	get	the	wood	that	is	used	to	make	many	products.	C	are	reluctant	to	spend	time	with	their	parents.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	IDSTORY	OF	THE	CIRCUS	Words	Lookfor	thefoUowtng	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	The	generation
of	electricity	can	cause	air	pollution.	,	a	person	who	watches	an	event	n.	range	N.	The	ancient	Romans	were	the	first	to	enjoy	the	circus.	Yet,	transitional	areas	between	the	open	desert	and	oases	on	the	desert	fringe	support	diverse	plant	forms	that	not	only	have	adapted	to	the	harsh	conditions	but	actually	thrive	there.	intense	J.	They	3.	of	an	already-
existing	subway	system	can	also	be	quite	disruptive.	v.,	to	compete	with	n.	Tell	why	you	want	to	go	there.	D	more	art	showcases	1n	the	stations.	D	the	city	wanted	to	rival	the	transportation	system	1n	Parts.	a	reason	why	acetylene	lamps	are	more	efficient	than	oil	lamps	8.	The	modem	circus	is	popularly	known	as	the	Big	Top.	The	method	used	for
laying	the	first	under	ground	tracks	is	called	'"cut	and	cover,"	meaning	the	streets	were	dug	up,	the	track	was	laid,	a	tunnel	was	built,	and	then	everything	was	burted.	Read	the	sen	tence	to	yourself.	go	to	that	hotel's	website	and	choose	a	room,	and	then	choose	some	sites	to	visit	(reading).	become	aware	of	8.	She	has	to	be	5.	DISCUSS	ANY	SUBJECT
•	Go	to	.	A	difficulty	traveling	at	night	E	cost	of	tickets	B	frequent	delays	F	uncomfortable	rides	c	safety	problems	G	crowded	passenger	cars	D	dirt	71	77.	stability	stabilizes	stable	5.	to	participate	B	verb.	Most	of	the	Taklimakan	Desert	is	covered	with	A	tamarisk.	v.,	to	show	or	exhibit	4.	adv.,	noticeably	16.	With	only	a	few	wispy	roots	in	the	upper
soU,	it	is	unaf	fected	by	occasional	flooding.	Keep	yourfocus	on	the	goal.	,	very	old,	of	the	distant	past	n.	v.,	to	experience	something	cWllcult	19.	......	This	Is	when	visual	tracking	errors	can	occur.	Choose	the	correct	letter,	A.	n.,	a	strong	feellng	such	as	anger	4.	An	athlete	should	have	tolerance	for	hard	physical	actlvtty.	trainers	trains	trained	4.	vent
1BrE:	centrepiece	2BrE:	ut111se	sarE:	travelling	Definitions	A.	Choose	the	correct	WISwer;	A.	You	will	learn	to	look	for	definitions,	synonyms,	or	paraphrases	within	the	text.	v.,	to	cut	down	H.	The	performers	wore	brightly	colored	bands	around	their	waists.	A	major	factor	1n	logging-related	soU	dam	age	comes	from	road	building,	with	trucks	and
other	heavy	equipment	compressing	the	spongy	soU,	creating	furrows	where	water	collects,	and	disrupting	the	underground	water	flow.	Blur	can	also	be	either	a	noun	or	a	verb.	Eighty-five	percent2	of	the	Taklimakan	Desert	consists	of	shifting	sand	dunes,	some	up	to	250	meters3	tall,	that	are	largely	free	of	vegeta	tion.	Now	write	a	letter	to	someone
recommending	this	place	(writing).	plodding	K.	•	Pretend	you	are	a	book	reviewer	for	a	newspaper.	B	Trees	protect	the	soil	beneath	them;	thus,	tree	loss	can	affect	soil	integrity.	__	2.	crucial	or	love	.	Joshua	Brown,	an	American	businessman,	introduced	the	circus	tent	in	1825.	Later,	elec-	tric	headlamps	were	developed.	complete	each	blank.
Migrants	stop	to	rest	several	times	during	their	journey.	Often,	the	station	plan	includes	2..........	There	are	no	questions	on	the	IELTS	that	ask	specifically	for	the	meanmg	of	a	word.	intellectual	I.	utllize2	20.	animals.	The	most	common	form	of	bird	migration	involves	traveltng1	to	higher	latitudes	to	breed	during	the	warm	season	and	then	returning	to
lower	latitudes	during	the	nonbreedtng	period.	The	process	of	building	a	subway	can	be	disruptive,	but	the	result	is	well	worth	it.	Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	Peripheral	Vision	in	Sports	Focus	in	on	something	as	small	as	a	pin.	must	keep	still	and	quiet	in	order	not	to
frighten	the	birds	away.	Whereas	London's	Underground	is	known	for	its	engi	neering.	stray	20.	im-per-a-tive	[tm-PER-uh-tiv)	A	a4Jecttve.	observation	observer	observe	3.	operation	operator	operate	71	85.	spring	up	17.	passive	M.	adj.,	Uvtng	on	the	land	G.	The	damage	includes	habitat	loss,	pol	lution,	and	climate	change,	with	the	effects	spanning	the
globe	from	the	rain	forests	of	Central	Afrtca,	Southeast	Asia,	and	South	America	to	the	northern	forests	of	Canada	and	Scandinavia.	Because	the	stars	and	the	sun	move	constantly	over	the	course	of	twenty-four	hours,	this	suggests	that	migrating	birds	also	have	some	sense	of	time.	erosion	7.	adj.,	overpowering;	very	large	9.	,	something	shown	to	the
public;	a	display	n.	By	1916,	federal	law	required	trains	to	have	electric	headlamps.	Where	will	you	eat?	pastime	N.	Some	of	these	lamps	used	metal	as	a	4...	A	game	can	become	very	compli	cated	when	there	are	many	players	on	the	field.	•	not	active	2.	DOUD	coordination	verb	coordinate	adjective	coordinated	DOUD	demonstration	verb	demonstrate
adjective	demonstrative	DOUD	perfom1ance	DOUD	performer	verb	perform	DOUD	tolerance	verb	tolerate	adjective	tolerant	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	It	is	important	for	an	athlete	to	have	good	physical	coordination.	,	for	always	n.	Special	root	systems	and	types	of	leaves	enable	them	to	do	this.	He	had	devised	a	way	of	supporting	the	tunnel	while	the
workers	dug,	called	the	Brunei	Shield.	What	do	you	think	are	some	of	the	advantages	of	train	travel?	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	noun	vision	adjective	visual	adverb	visually	Word	Family	Practice	Good	vision	is	important	for	play	ing	sports	well.	resilience	resilient	resiliently	5.	Two	young	engineers	improved	the	Brunei	Shield	for	use	1n
expanding	the	London	Underground.	Look	them	up	in	the	dictionary	and	write	their	deftnttions.	B	a	new	method	for	digging	tunnels	had	been	developed.	cast	A.	The	athlete	gave	a	demonstration	of	the	correct	way	to	throw	the	ball.	ancient	2.	nus	variety	of	migration	is	typi	cal	of	many	grouse	species,	including	the	ptarmigan,	a	type	of	arctic	grouse.
This	is	a	contract	with	myself.	People	often	hire	clowns	to	entertain	children	at	parties.	Do	you	focus	better	on	your	studies	or	work	when	you	are	in	a	quiet	environment,	or	do	you	prefer	to	have	activity	going	on	around	you?	Trụ	sở	chính:	Tòa	nhà	Viettel,	Số	285,	đường	Cách	Mạng	Tháng	8,	phường	12,	quận	10,	Thành	phố	Hồ	Chí	MinhTiki	nhận	đặt
hàng	trực	tuyến	và	giao	hàng	tận	nơi,	chưa	hỗ	trợ	mua	và	nhận	hàng	trực	tiếp	tại	văn	phòng	hoặc	trung	tâm	xử	lý	đơn	hàngGiấy	chứng	nhận	Đăng	ký	Kinh	doanh	số	0309532909	do	Sở	Kế	hoạch	và	Đầu	tư	Thành	phố	Hồ	Chí	Minh	cấp	lần	đầu	ngày	06/01/2010	và	sửa	đổi	lần	thứ	23	ngày	14/02/2022©	2022	-	Bản	quyền	của	Công	ty	TNHH	Ti	Ki	Có	122	kết
quả	trong	""	Chọn	cách	sắp	xếpGiá	từ	thấp	đến	caoGiá	từ	cao	đến	thấp	So	sánh	giá			Có	tất	cả	8	nơi	bán	61.000	đ	76.800	đ	93.000	đ	Còn	5	cửa	hàng	có	giá	khác	So	sánh	giá			Có	tất	cả	5	nơi	bán	102.400	đ	115.200	đ	128.000	đ	Còn	2	cửa	hàng	có	giá	khác	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới
nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới
nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới
nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hà	Nội	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Toàn	Quốc	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Bà	Rịa	-	Vũng	Tàu	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Tới	nơi	bán			Tới	nơi	bán		
Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hà	Nội,	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Cà	Mau...	c.	deforest	________	2.	G.	�	------------	3.	effects	on	the	environment.	The	illu	minator	did	not	cast	much	light.	,	a	movement	3.	exhibit	7.	well,	an	athlete	must	have	a	number	of	different	abilities.	For	this	reason,	you	may	find	it	helpful	to	study	the	units	in	order,	but	it	isn't
necessazy.	B	had	several	different	talents.	C	performed	at	village	festivals.	storms	can	occur	in	a	desert,	and	plants	with	strong	roots	will	be	able	to	endure	the	storms.	n.,	damage	to	atr,	water,	etc.	,	unusual,	from	a	foreign	place	41	51.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	USES	OF	LEISURE	TIME	Words	Lookfor	thejoUowtng	words	as	you	read	thepassage.
There	are	a	variety	ofways	to	generate	electricity.	We	tolerate	this	large	outlying	field	of	blur.	noun	noun	verb	noun	adjective	adverb	noun	verb	noun	verb	adjective	adverb	defense	The	shade	from	trees	provides	a	defense	against	the	drying	effects	of	the	sun.	performance	L.	The	introduction	of	electric	train	engines	allowed	for	A	deeper	tunnels.	This
cut-and-cover	method	caused	massive	disruptions	1n	the	city	and	required	the	destruction	of	the	structures	above	the	tunnel.	Yet	researchers	are	report	ing	higher	levels	of	both	stress	and	obesity.	Industry	will	help	you	move	up	in	your	profession,	but	don't	forget	to	spend	some	time	in	leisure	activities	as	well.	My	Words	Write	the	words	that	are	new
to	you.	n.,	an	object	that	sends	light	back	18.	defender	Defenders	of	the	environment	work	to	protect	plants	and	animals	from	damage	caused	by	logging.	illumination	illuminator	iliuminated	4.	em.	The	environment	contributes	to	athletes'	visual	sharpness.	IWrite	at	least	250	words.	a	person	who	plays	sports2	12.	Listening	You	will	listen	to	a	talk	or
conversation	and	answer	IELTS-style	listen	ing	comprehension	questions	that	focus	on	words	from	the	unit	vocab	ulary	list.	What	do	you	think	can	be	done	to	help	solve	the	problems	of	environ	mental	pollution?	Write	the	correct	letter,	A-E.	defend	Fish	cannot	defend	themselves	from	the	effects	of	water	pollution.	Everyone	looks	forward	to	the
daywhen	the	construction	is	over	and	the	subway	begins	to	6.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	D	Children	are	most	negatively	affected	by	city	life.	The	third	is	shopping,	�hich	may	be	slightly	more	active	but	is	stlll	as	far	from	nature	as	possible.	v.,	to	dtvtde	into	groups	by	type	15.	n.,	a	problem;	disadvantage	8.	A	The	venue	B	The	ticket	price	C	The	number
of	performers	3.	Listening	§	�	Listen	to	the	discussion.	84.	Wrtte	the	correct	letter;	A..:r.	lamps	that	used	reflectors	to	cast	more	intense	light	__	6.	Desert	plants	grow	resiliently	in	the	heat.	adj.,	related	to	the	city	1	1.	n.,	the	engine	of	a	train	2.	was	used	to	support	the	tunnel.	Most	studies	have	found	that	migratory	birds	all	have	some	ability	to
navigate	and	an	innate	drive	to	travel	in	a	particular	direction.	It	is	our	imperative	to	protect	the	natural	environment.	release	13.	Violence	Violent	Violently	6.	This	tern,	which	breeds	in	the	arctic	regions	and	winters	in	antarctic	waters,	travels	24,000	miles	a	year	durtng	migration.	Mutch	each	word	with	its	correct	definition.	environment	6.	habitat
10.	,	to	start	or	establish	an	institution	adj.	The	children	played	on	the	swing	all	afternoon.	Vegetation	along	rivers	and	stream	banks	helps	maintain	a	steady	water	flow	by	blocking	the	entry	of	soU	and	other	residue,	and	tree	shade	inhibits	the	growth	of	algae.	Athletes	need	to	be	able	to	tolerate	a	htgh	level	of	action	around	them.	,	an	opening	to	let
air,	steam,	or	smoke	out	v.	Introduction	Banun's	Essential	Wordsfor	the	IEL1S	will	help	famlliartze	you	with	the	vocabula!y	you	will	find	on	the	reading	and	ltstentng	sections	of	the	IELTS	exam	(International	English	Language	Testing	System).	They	built	an	underwater	tunnel	for	pedestrtans	below	the	Thames	River.	In	the	past,	people	used	candles
to	illuminate	their	houses.	adj.•	active	at	night	N.	knot	K.	Words	Definitions	Word	Families	DOUD	complication	verb	complicate	adJective	complicated	40	Playing	a	ball	game	is	not	as	simple	as	it	may	look;	there	are	many	complications.	Cor	rect	any	mistakes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	the	center	of	attention	B	verb.	adj.,	related	to
the	countryside	19.	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hồ	Chí	Minh	Websosanh.vn	chưa	xác	minh	được	giá.	C	extreme	temperatures.	SU1Tl111tl1ize2	the	information	by	selecting	and	reporting	the	main	infor	mation	and	making	comparisons.	Can	you
understand	what	you	read?	,	place	where	an	event	is	held	n.	Certain	plants	thrive	in	the	desert	despite	the	stressful	conditions.	•	a	terrible	event	12.	Google	News	has	a	vartety	of	Unks.	Choose	the	correct	wordfwnUy	memberfrom	the	list	below	to	complete	each	blank.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Writing	The	chart1	below	shDws
information	about	d!tferent	species	ofbirds	obseroed	in	Woodchuck	County	at	dtfferent	times	ofthe	year.	Record	yourself	speaking.	inhabit	12.	v.,	to	live	in	I.	to	be	physically	active	after	a	tir-	ing	week	at	work.	Evety	chance	you	get,	review	the	words	you	are	learning.	People	respond	emotionally	to	the	ovexwhelming	stimuli	of	the	city.	hard	work	B
noun.	intensity	intensify	intensely	6.	__	3.	D	periods	of	heavy	rainfall.	Which	paragraphs	discuss	thefollowing	iriformation?	n.,	the	removal	of	all	trees	from	a	large	area	N.	defense1	4.	The	Parts	Metro	began	operation	in	1900.	Record	yourself	giving	the	presentation.	Recent	studies	show	that	intellectual	function	weakens	as	a	result	of	the	energy
expended	simply	sorting	out	the	oveiWhelming	sttm	uli	of	city	life.	•	Give	a	talk	or	presentation	about	it.	so	engines	could	release	steam.	.	Most	of	its	roots	reach	down	deep,	where	they	take	up	water	from	as	far	as	sixteen	meters	below	ground.	decorate	5.	Match	each	word	wtth	tts	correct	deftni.tton.	You	wt11	look	for	the	vocabulary	words	as	you
read	the	passage	and	use	the	con	text	to	help	you	match	each	word	with	its	correct	definition.	v.,	to	change	to	fit	a	situation	or	12.	Electric	engines	were	introduced,	so	•	tunnels	could	be	deeper.	The	survival	of	the	circus	is	due	to	its	ability	to	change	with	the	times.	Unlike	P.	,	the	act	of	ruining	something	n.	destruction	6.	Birds	are	1	..........	In	the
eighteenth	century,	the	modem	circus	was	founded	by	A	a	horse	rider	from	England.	terrestrial	19.	The	light	from	candles	1s	not	very	intense.	Complete	the	outline	below.	IELTS	Task	1-	and	Task	2-type	writing	tasks	are	evenly	distributed	throughout	the	book.	industry	industrious	industriously	3.	,	to	let	something	out	n.	species	list	2.	The	study	of
birdsong	is	a	fascinating	subject.	generation	generators	generate	70	76.	Eventually,	acetylene,	which	did	not	extin	guish	in	the	wind,	replaced	oil	in	headlamps.	In	sports,	visual	abilities	can	be	as	important	as	physical	abilities.	rival	14.	Words	Definitions	30	36.	Are	you	interested	in	visiting	extreme	environments,	such	as	deserts	or	high	mountains?
The	stress	of	city	life	has	effects	on	the	intellect.	QUESTIONS	3-4	knot	[NOT]	A	noun.	,	a	performance	or	show	n.	23	29.	v.,	to	be	in	a	place:	exist	in	E.	I.	automatically	1	1	.	What	animals	are	fascinating	to	you?	diurnal	4.	Questions	1-8	The	reading	passage	contains	sixpamgraphs,	A..:r.	•	Wrtte	a	report	about	the	city.	Words	Definitions	1	.	Match	each
type	ofbird	with	the	correct	description.	a	prtortty;	an	urgent	need	1.	Hts	fascination	with	birds	is	not	hard	to	understand,	because	there	are	several	bird-watchers	in	his	family.	Leaves	dropping	to	the	ground	make	the	soU	more	saltne,	or	salty,	gtvtng	tamarisk	a	competitive	advan	tage	over	less	salt-tolerant	plants.	Writing	'The	chart1	below	shows
information	about	subway	systems	in	three	rn.c:yor	European	cities.	This	practice	has	6..	ramosissima,	which	open	and	close	stomata	accord	ing	to	conditions	on	the	leaf	surface,	A.	Do	you	prefer	to	watch	1V	and	movies	or	to	see	Uve	entertatnment?	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	In	Essential	Words	for	the	IELTS	you	will	practice	one	very
effective	vocabulaxy	strategy	that	willtmprove	your	comprehension.	expand	8.	Make	a	video	of	yourself	talking	about	this	product.	Poor	lighting	and	confusing	color	combinations	on	uniforms	can	have	a	negative	effect	on	an	athlete's	performance.	Many	birds	fail	in	their	migration	because	they	do	not	have	enough	body	fat	to	fuel	the	journey.	74.	The
winds	blow	violently	during	a	sandstorm.	Use	the	information	from	your	notes	to	report	the	news	(speaking).	1.	and	write	their	deflnttiDns.	---------------------------	verb	evolve	acijectlve	evolutionary	noun	fascination	verb	fascinate	adJective	fascinating	DOUD	migration	DOUD	migrant	verb	migrate	adJective	migratory	22	Scientists	believe	that	birds
evolved	from	dinosaurs.	c	In	184	1	,	some	trains	used	an	oil2	lamp	backed	by	a	cuiVed	reflector,	an	improvement,	but	oil	lamps	blew	out	easily	in	the	wind,	including	the	wind	generated	by	the	movement	of	the	train.	The	circus	is	popular	all	over	the	world.	erosion	erode	eroded	6.	His	traveling	cir	cus	was	a	massive	success	as	a	business	enterprise
and	loved	by	audi	ences	everywhere.	euphratlca	can	endure	high-salt	concentrations	in	the	soU.	The	original	Circus	Maximus	venue	was	built	entirely	of	wood.	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Bà	Rịa	-	Vũng	Tàu	Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hà	Nội,	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Cà	Mau...	•	the	amount	of	power	a	battecy	can	store	8.	unde�s:	_____________	80	86.	The	Brttish	usually
divide	up	their	vacation	time,	taking	it	in	pieces	throughout	the	year	rather	than	all	at	once.	__	2.	Professional	athletes	demonstrate	a	htgh	level	of	skills.	,	to	gain	speed	18.	Look	them	up	in	the	dtcttonary	and	write	their	deftntttons.	Sahara	Desert	(Afd.ca)	Size	9,000,000	sq	km	Average	annual	rainfall	7.6	em	(north)	12.7	em	(south)	Average
temperatures	30°C	(summer)	13°C	(winter)	Temperature	extremes	58°C	=	highest	recorded	Takllmakan	Desert	(Aala)	Size	270,000	sq	km	Average	annual	rainfall	3.8	em	(west)	1	.0	em	(east)	Average	temperatures	25°C	(summer)	-9°C	(winter)	Temperature	extremes	-26.	Sparse	rainfall,	daily	temperature	swings	of	up	to	20°C	(68°F),	and	violent
sandstorms	make	1t	one	of	the	most	extreme	environments	on	Earth.	clog	4.	Many	rock	pt:anntgan	never	leave	the	high	arctic	tundra,	spend	ing	their	breeding	season	atop	windswept	arctic	peaks	and	the	winter	sea	son	in	nearby	valleys,	enduring	some	of	the	coldest	conditions	on	Earth.	46.	Peripheral	vision	refers	to	what	we	see	near	the	boundaries
of	our	visual	range.	Using	a	stronger	battery	wUl	intensify	light.	Look	them	up	In	the	dlctionnry	and	write	their	dejfnitlons.	do	you	adapt	easily	to	new	climates?	to	show	or	exhibit	1	.	75	81.	drawback	D.	When	large	amounts	of	vegetation	die	off,	the	environment	loses	4..........	v·.,	to	live	under	difficult	conditions	c.	77	83.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE
IELTS	Writing	1l1e	numbers	below	show	basic	information	about	uses	of	leisure	ttme	anwng	dYferent	age	groups.	They	may	stop	flying	when	clouds	obscure	the	sky.	,	a	person	travellng3	on	foot	73	79.	The	architecture	of	the	stations	is	an	important	part	of	subway	system	design.	second	1n	Europe	only	to	Moscow.	,	liked	by	many	people	adj.	He	is
always	industrious	even	when	engaged	in	leisure-time	activities.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Dictionary	SJdll	Different	Meanings	Many	words	have	more	than	one	meaning.	Unit	2:	Leisure	Time	PERIPHERAL	VISION	IN	SPORTS	Words	Lookfor	thefollnwing	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Dictionary	Skill	Parts
ofSpeech	Focus	can	be	either	a	noun	or	a	verb.	,	a	person	who	teaches	skills	to	people	or	animals	n.	Tell	what	sites	you	plan	to	visit	and	when.	Office	workers	tend	to	find	that	certain	kinds	of	mcN'ements	are	more	distracting	than	others.	A	long	period	of	dryness	causes	a	lot	of	stress	to	plants.	The	context	provides	clues	to	the	meaning	of	a	word.
UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	of	a	second	per	bUnk,	interferes	with	the	athlete's	vision.	•	to	notice.	Then	watch	the	video	and	write	down	what	you	said	(listening).	Answer	the	questions	about	Uses	of	Leisure	Time.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Listening	®	�----------------------------------------------�	Usten	to	the	talk.	Traveltng	at	night	was	tricky	before	people	had
developed	headlamps	that	worked	1	..........	The	study	of	the	lives	of	birds	fascinates	many	people.	n.,	a	new	idea	or	product	1BrE:	defence	71.	DOUD	generator	DOUD	generation	verb	generate	DOUD	illuminator	DOUD	illumination	verb	illuminate	DOUD	innovation	DOUD	innovator	auijectlve	innovative	DOUD	intensity	verb	intensify	a�tlve	intense
adverb	.intensely	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	If	the	power	ltnes	are	down,	you	can	use	a	gasoltne	generator	to	have	electricity	in	your	house.	adj.,	strong;	able	to	stand	rough	treatment	T.	demonstrate	E.	B&JTOn's	Educational	Series,	Inc.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Speaking	I	Talk	about	thefollowing	topics.	Eventually,	the	topsoil	wears
away,	leaving	behind	an	infertile	layer	of	rocks	and	hard	clay.	n.•	elegant	style	consume	7.	showcase	16.	Even	the	act	of	bl1nldng,	usually	at	a	rate	of	twenty-five	blinks	per	minute,	or	one-tenth	1	BrE:	centre	31	44.	adv.,	without	thinking.	F.	trainer	20.	What	do	you	think	are	some	drawbacks	of	train	travel?	Burning	pine	knots	is	a	way	to	create	light.



The	way	that	goal	was	scored	was	demonstrative	of	good	teamwork	in	action.	The	British	report	the	greatest	satisfaction	with	their	leisure	time.	adj.,	slow	83	Some	people	enjoy	spending	their	leisure	time	engaged	in	intellectual	activities.	1	7.	Wrtte	down	your	presentation.	N.	It	was	based	on	the	design	of	the	London	Tube,	except	much	of	the	track	is
above	ground.	Tới	nơi	bán			Tới	nơi	bán			Nơi	bán:	Hà	Nội,	Hồ	Chí	Minh,	Cà	Mau...	It	is	cructal	to	acknowledge	the	importance	of	leisure-time	activities.	UNIT	1:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	PLANT	LIFE	IN	THE	TAKLIMAKAN	DESERT	Words	Lookfor	thefollowing	words	as	you	read	the	pass09e.	In	addition	to	strength,	3.	More	responsible	logging
practices	would	help	ensure	that	they	are	protected	for	future	generations.	demonstrations	demonstrate	demonstrative	3.	sprawl	N.	as	possible.	fuel	9.	The	tmpact	of	logging	on	the	weather	__	2.	As	the	number	of	words	you	understand	when	you	are	reading	and	ltstening	increases,	your	speaking	and	writing	vocabulary	will	tmprove	as	well.	n.•	a
person	who	watches	something	G.	In	order	to	1	....	It	seems	odd	that	visiting	baseball	teams	are	allowed	to	dress	in	gray	uniforms	when	bright	colors	would	help	the	home	team	keep	a	better	eye	on	them.	Title.	A-�	1	.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	SPEAKING	_	Descrtbe	what	you	see	and	do	out	loud	_	Practice	speaking	with	a	conversation
buddy	WRITING	_	Wrtte	a	daily	journal	_	Wrtte	a	letter	to	an	English	speaker	_	Make	lists	of	the	things	you	see	every	day	_	Write	descrtptions	of	your	family	and	friends	READING	_	Read	newspapers	and	magazines	in	English	_	Read	books	in	English	Suggestions	for	Self-Study	Activities	Whether	you	read	an	article	in	a	newspaper	or	on	a	website,	you
can	use	that	article	in	a	variety	of	ways	to	improve	your	vocabulary	while	you	practice	reading,	writing,	speaking,	and	listening	in	English.	During	World	War	II,	all	three	underground	systems	were	used	as	bomb	shelters	for	the	populace.	,	to	fill	so	much	as	to	make	movement	difficult	v.,	to	appear	n.	At	the	start	of	its	trip,	about	55	percent3	of	its	body
weight	is	made	up	of	the	fat	necessary	to	fue.l	this	amazing	journey.	__	4.	How	will	you	get	around?	The	school	engaged	a	special	teacher	to	teach	classes	about	nature.	For	example,	the	rain	forest	floor,	home	to	myriad	plant	life	as	well	as	insects,	worms,	reptiles	and	amphibians,	and	small	mammals,	relies	on	a	dense	canopy	of	branches	and	leaves	to
keep	it	healthy	and	intact.	fell	9.	Then	watch	the	video	and	wrtte	down	what	you	said	(listening).	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Dictionary	Skill	Parts	ofSpeech	The	word	imperative	can	be	a	noun	or	an	adjective.	optimal	1	8.	Speaking	[Talk	about	thefollowing	topics.	Which	pru·agraphs	discuss	thefollowing	tnjormatlon?	All	the	performers	did	a	good
job.	The	natural	7.	If	there	are	no	plants	to	hold	the	soil,	it	starts	to	5.	extensively	Rain	forests	around	the	world	have	been	extensively	logged.	The	job	of	a	circus	entertainer	looks	like	fun,	but	it	is	really	vecy	diftlcult.	Describe	them.	Word	Families	noun	architect	noun	architecture	adJective	architectural	adverb	architecturally	noun	decoration	noun
decorator	verb	decorate	adjective	decorative	noun	destruction	verb	destroy	adJective	destructive	The	architect	is	working	on	a	plan	for	a	new	train	station.	What	is	the	most	popu1ar	part	of	the	show?	What	do	you	thinkcan	be	done	to	solve	this	problem?	Scientists	study	the	habits	of	mtgratocy	birds.	stabilize2	18.	a	difficult	act	or	achievement	K.	13
19.	A	piece	of	metal	can	be	used	to	reflect	lfght.	The	key	is	to	be	4..	Match	each	word	wtth	its	correct	definition.	QUESTIONS	3-4	blur	[BLUR]	A	noun.	One	result	of	this	is	acid	rain,	which	has	caused	3.	Defenses	Defenders	Defends	11	21.	n.•	a	priority;	an	urgent	need	D.	Write	the	correct	letter;	A.	They	don•t	think	about	this;	they	do	it	4.............	The
Moscow	subway	was	even	used	as	a	military	head	quarters.	On	the	other	hand,	spend	ing	time	in	the	country	produces	the	opposite	effects.	stressor	conditions	17.	reflector	reflect	reflective	5.	species	19.	develop	5.	•	Usten	to	or	watch	what	you	recorded.	Talrltmakan	Desert	Plants	Many	plants	Uve	in	the	1	....	The	character	ofeach	city	imprints	its
railways.	Yet	the	country	most	satisfied	with	their	vaca	tions	are	not	the	Italians	but	the	Brttish.	How	trees	inhibit	soU	erosion	__	3.	v.,	to	throw	light	on	something	5.	to	center	attention	on	one	object:	concentrate	1	.	The	stress	of	city	life	can	make	emotions	difficult	to	control.	aquatic	arrays	My	Words	defense	fells	habitats	intercepts	myriad	vegetation
Write	the	words	that	are	new	to	you.	___	4.	Eventually,	the	site	was	permanently	retired,	and	public	entertainment	was	reduced	to	small	bands	of	traveling1	performers	and	animal	train	ers.	It	was	originally	built	for	the	operation	of	steam	trains.	•	Give	an	oral	presentation	about	the	book.	Factories	add	pollutants	to	the	air	and	water.	Explatn	the
characters,	setting,	and	plot	(speaking).	deforestation	5.	C	activities	with	children.	stressor	stress	stressful	4.	impact	1	1.	NOT	GIVEN	if	there	ts	rw	information	on	this	in	the	passage.	In	the	Amazon	basin	alone,	deforestation	is	responsible	for	m1111ons	of	tons	of	carbon	dioxide	being	released	into	the	atmosphere	annually.	The	industrious	Amertcans
have	the	least:	thirteen	days.	aspect	2.	D	are	mostly	tall	trees.	41	47.	E	Automobiles,	the	exciting	new	mode	of	transportatlon4	at	that	time,	needed	headlamps,	too.	1	.	PLANA	TRIP	•	Go	to	www.concterge.com.	against	both	air	pollution	and	sotl	erosion.	century	4.	extensive	The	Amazon	rain	forest	is	the	most	extensive	rain	forest	in	the	world.	Correct
any	mistakes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	UNIT	1:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Writing	Deforestation	caused	by	humanactivity	is	hllppening	in	manyparts	ofthe	world,	with	serious	resultsfor	the	environment.	D	examples	of	engineering.	Can	you	understand	what	you	hear?	in	the	spring	and	autumn.	Nocturnal	migrants,	those	species	that
travel	at	night,	seem	to	take	their	navigational	cues	from	the	stars.	or	D.	the	other	players·	maneuvers.	Answer	the	questtons	about	EDvll'oDID.eDtallmpacte	of	LoglDg.	Questions	1-4	The	reading	passage	contains	sixparagraphs,	A-F.	T.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Speaking	I	Talk	about	thefoUowtng	topics.	You	will	practice	these	words	in	an
exercise	that	asks	you	to	select	the	correct	form	of	a	word	to	complete	each	sentence.	Children	who	don't	spend	a	lot	of	time	playing	outdoors	can	end	up	with	emotional	problems.	How	birds	manage	to	unerringly	travel	between	distant	locations	is	one	aspect	that	has	fascinated	obsetvers	for	centurtes.	euphratica	and	T.	Why	do	you	enjoy	them?	all
the	whUe	scanning	the	movement	of	the	other	players.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	came	to	power,	he	used	the	stations	as	showcases	of	Russian	art,	cul	ture,	and	engineering.	The	use	of	portable	tents	allowed	him	to	take	his	act	all	over	the	country.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	BIRD	MIGRATION	Words	Lookfor	thefoUnwing	words	as	you
read	the	passage.	evolve	6.	If	a	lamp	is	coated	with	reflective	material,	it	w1ll	cast	a	stronger	lfght.	Write	the	correct	letter,	A	or	B.	freight	G.	,	below	the	ground	v.	Reluctance	to	spend	time	in	nature	is	a	problem	for	modern	children.	more	efficient	headlamps	for	use	on	trains	were	on	display.	He	had	horseback	riders	1BrE:	travelling	48	52.	Write	a
dejlnltionfor	each	underlined	word.	physical	0.	D	entertained	the	common	people.	This	is	also	an	opportunity	for	you	to	use	some	of	the	vocabulary	words	in	your	response.	to	many	people,	and	bird	watching	is	a	popular	hobby.	Choose	FOVR	letters,	A-G.	n.	SHOP	FOR	AN	ELECTRONIC	PRODUCT	•	Go	to	www.cnet.com	•	Choose	an	electronic	product
and	read	about	it	(reading).	,	to	cross	14.	Choosefour	answersfrom	the	list	below.	I	had	to	deice	the	windshield	before	I	could	drive.	You	will	learn	to	recognize	these	clues.	hemisphere	10.	Research	on	Leisure	People	engaged	in	1..	adj.,	weak;	Without	defense1	1	1.	Answer	the	questions	about	Bird	Migration.	incentive	H.	Internet-Based	Self-Study
Activities:	USTENING	Podcasts	on	the	Internet	_News	websites:	CNN,	BBC,	NBC,	ABC,	CBS	_	Movies	in	English	YouTube	SPEAKING	_Use	Skype	to	talk	to	English	speakers	(	)	WRITING	Write	e-mails	to	website	contacts	_Write	a	blog	_Leave	comments	on	blogs	_	Post	messages	in	a	chat	room	_Use	Facebook	and	MySpace	READING	_Read	news	and
magazine	articles	online	_Do	web	research	on	topics	that	interest	you	_	Follow	blogs	that	interest	you	Other	Self-Study	Activities	USTENING	Listen	to	CNN	and	BBC	on	the	radio	_Watch	movies	and	'IV	in	English	_	Listen	to	music	in	Engltsh	9.	on	the	ball.	You	can	read	sample	letters	to	the	editor	at	www.publishaletter.com	•	Write	a	letter	1n	response
in	which	you	say	whether	or	not	you	agree	with	the	op1n1on	expressed	in	the	first	letter.	They	navigate	by	looking	at	the	sun.	C	are	not	very	hardy.	They	reluctantly	agreed	to	spend	their	vacation	at	a	national	park.	It	makes	an	interesting	study	to	look	at	the	different	types	of	nests	built	by	birds	and	to	watch	them	as	they	build	their	nests.	Poor
lighting	can	blur	the	players·	vision.	What	didn't	you	like	about	it?	windswept	lBrE:	favourable	1	8	Definitions	A.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	noun	reflector	noun	reflection	verb	reflect	a�tlve	reflective	A	reflector	on	a	lamp	makes	the	lfght	more	intense.	In	its	tnitial	day	of	operation,	the	London	Underground	carried	30,000	passengers.	the
only	tall	tree	in	the	Takl1makan	ecosystem,	has	an	extensive	root	system	that	allows	it	to	absorb	water	far	from	the	standing	tree.	v.,	to	cause	to	be	more	cUfficult	20.	She	needs	to	be	able	to	see	what	is	happen-	ing	around	her	so	that	she	can	respond	to	the	other	players'	maneuvers.	suburban	P.	When	chUdren	do	not	spend	time	in	nature,	they	A	fear
for	their	health	and	safety.	They	remove	car	bon	dioxide	from	the	atmosphere	while	they	emit	oxygen,	and	their	leaves	filter	pollutants	from	the	air.	7	13.	•	Do	it	all	again.	They	navigate	by	looking	at	landforms.	••	75.	Candles	do	not	ltght	a	room	very	efficiently.	Plants	in	the	Takltmakan	Desert	A	grow	only	in	areas	above	250	meters	high.	What	kinds
of	natural	environments	do	you	enjoy	spending	time	in?	•	Pretend	you	have	to	give	a	talk	about	this	product	(speaking).	Many	types	of	animals	migrate,	but	bird	migration	in	particular	has	fas	cinated	observers	for	centuries.	renovation	16.	Sometimes	they	decorate	the	trains	for	the	holidays.	Complete	the	notes	below.	l	.	reluctance	reluctant
reluctantly	6.	You	should	never	break	a	contract-especially	a	contract	with	yourself.	navigation	navigate	navigational	24	30.	It	takes	in	unlimited	amounts	of	salt	through	the	roots,	up	the	stem,	and	into	leaves,	where	it	dilutes	the	normally	toxic	salt	by	increasing	the	number	and	volume	of	its	cells.	the	year	the	first	train	was	equipped	with	electric
head1amps	__	7.	Record	the	presentation.	Some	people	enjoy	3..........	60.	Then	read	the	sentences	and	write	the	letter	of	the	correct	definitionfor	each	sentence.	C	heat.	If	you	hear	a	new	word,	write	the	new	word	in	a	sentence.	excellent	physical	skills.	Spending	time	in	natural	surroundings	is	especially	crucial	now	because,	for	the	first	time,	a
majority	of	the	world's	population	live	in	cities.	If	birds	become	aware	of	the	presence	of	an	observer,	they	quickly	fly	away.	Now	write	a	letter	to	someone	and	recommend	this	product	(writing).	emotions	emotional	emotionally	2.	destruction	destroy	destructive	4.	v.,	to	make	difficult	to	see	P.	accumulate	A.	tound	9.	During	the	late	1700s,	an
Englishman	named	Phtlip	Astley	founded	the	first	modem	circus.	This	is	added	to	the	rapid	blurs	that	occur	as	the	athlete's	eyes	move	in	and	out	of	focus	on	speciftc	objects.	adj.,	Uvtng	1n	the	water	F.	The	car	was	pushed	ahead	of	the	locomotive.	They	are	important	for	our	physical	and	1..	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Questions	4-7	Which
ofthefoUowing	mechanisms	used	by	plants	to	survive	in	the	desert	environment	are	mentioned	in	the	passage?	Questions	1-7	Do	thefollowing	statements	agree	with	the	information	in	the	reading	passage?	As	the	eyes	move	in	and	out	of	focus,	there	Is	a	momentary	blur	between	each	pause.	vulnerable	R	v.,	to	proVide	with	something	s.	lacking	in
detail.	centerpiece1	3.	Essential	Wordsfor	the	IEL1S	will	teach	you	600	words	that	you	might	find	on	the	exam	in	reading	and	listening	and	that	you	might	use	in	writing	and	speaking.	C	sand	dunes.	noun	navigation	noun	navigator	verb	navigate	adjective	navigational	noun	observation	noun	observer	verb	observe	atijective	observant	UNIT	1	:	THE
NATURAL	WORLD	Birds	use	the	sun,	stars,	and	landforms	for	navigation.	v.,	to	catch	T.	which	is	why	the	London	Underground	is	called	the	Tube.	erode	When	soil	erodes,	there	are	no	nutrients	left	to	help	plants	grow.	ESSENTIALWORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	DOUD	popularity	verb	popularize1	adJective	popular	adverb	popularly	DOUD	survival	DOUD
survivor	verb	survive	DOUD	trainer	verb	train	adJective	trained	IBrE:	popularlse	The	circus	still	enjoys	great	popularity.	Do	you	anticipate	any	major	changes	in	your	work	or	study	situation	in	the	next	year?	Bird	migration	generally	takes	place	twtce	a	year.	Underground	railways	are	not	only	for	transportation.	Speaking	You	wtll	practice	speaking	in
response	to	two	or	three	IELTS-style	speaking	questions	that	use	words	from	the	unit	vocabulary	list.	innovation	I.	popular	13.	coordinate	to	happen	7.	that	word	is	called	a	compound	word.	birds	spend	their	breeding	season,	then	you	will	have	the	opportunity	to	see	nest-building	activity.	Do	you	think	it	is	a	good	idea	to	use	public	spaces	in	this	way?
Parents	are	reluctant	to	let	children	play	freely	in	the	city,	fearing	for	their	health	and	safety,	and	nature	is	something	many	children	in	the	city	may	never	have	a	chance	to	expertence.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	Listening	®	IUsten	ro	the	talk.	Now	write	a	letter	to	someone	recommending	this	product	(writing).	52	4.	adj.,	relating	to	change	from	one
type	2.	n.,	loss	of	soil	from	action	of	water	or	wind	E.	These	reports	appear	to	be	a	sign	that	we	are	not	using	our	leisure	time	to	our	best	advantage.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	noun	resilience	adJective	resilient	adverb	resiliently	noun	stress	DOUD	stressor	verb	stress	adverb	stressful	noun	violence	adjective	violent	adverb	violently	32	The
resilience	of	certain	plants	allows	them	to	thrive	in	the	desert.	fringe	F.	Each	unit	follows	the	same	format:	Words	and	Definitions	Each	lesson	begins	with	a	list	of	twenty	vocabulazy	words	and	a	sepa	rate	list	of	twenty	deftnttions,	followed	by	a	reading	passage.	n.,	a	large	number,	a	collection	D.	The	circus	as	a	form	of	entertain	ment	is	a	survivor	of
the	hard	times	of	the	Dark	Ages.	You	can	see	your	reflection	in	a	mirror.	,	a	small	leftover	piece	v.	Popular	Pastimes:	2..	3.	B	rain.	43	49.	Complete	the	rwtes	below.	,	to	grow	and	change	adj	.	and	5.	7.	That	column	is	there	for	decorative	purposes	only;	it	has	no	real	use.	BARRON'S	ESSENTIAL	ORDS	FOR	THE	with	Audio	CD	Lin	Lougheed	Ed.D.,
Teachers	College	Columbia	University	nguage	.).;.l.r..I	C)-Jv:..;,yl	e/	BARRC)N'S	3.	Q.	H.	Parts's	Metro	ts	known	for	its	beauty.	euphrattca.	in	many	ways.	adj.•	easy	to	see,	clear	18.	The	illumination	of	an	electric	lamp	is	stronger	than	that	of	a	candle.	-----------	--------------------,	The	London	Underground:	(1863)	Steam	engines	were	used,	so	•	it	had	to	be
close	to	the	1..........	entertainment	6.	de�e:	___________	Listening	®I	Listen	to	the	lecture.	The	French	first	used	steam	gen	erators	to	power	electric	headlamps	on	trains.	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Questions	5-8	Look	at	thefollowing	descriptions	ofmigratory	habits.	--	---	o--·	.....	The	Circus	Maximus	A	was	not	a	popular	place	to	visit.	Think	about
how	much	time	you	have	to	study	every	day	and	evety	week,	and	make	your	schedule	realistic.	especially	during	the	sum	mer	months.	INTRODUCTION	•	Pretend	you	have	to	give	a	lecture	on	your	planned	trip	(speaking).	inhibit	12.	n.,	behavior2	to	deal	with	difficult	dilute	situations	4.	to	start	or	establish	an	institution	B	verb.	One	way	that	plants
adapt	to	the	dry	desert	is	by	developing	deep	root	systems.	suffer	Q.	The	main	stressor	in	a	desert	is	lack	of	rain.	The	book	presents	charts	with	example	sentences	for	each	part	of	speech.	a	new	method	for	digging	tunnels	had	been	developed.	An	extreme	example	of	nonstop	bird	migration	is	done	by	the	1BrE:	travelling	2BrE:	neighbouring	11	25.	•
Write	the	time	you	will	spend	each	week	studying	English	on	lines	4-8.	anticipate	A.	It	was	a	pile	of	pine	knots	burning	in	an	iron	grate	that	sat	in	a	box	of	sand	on	a	platform	car.	Look	at	the	list	ofplaces	and	write	the	correct	letter,	A-E,	next	to	numbers	1-IJ.	migration	1	3.	Which	do	you	think	are	the	most	efficient?	n.,	person	with	power	or	special	12.
accelerate	A	v.	Many	big	cities	have	an	underground	rail	system	as	their	centerpiece.	We	unconsciously	accept	it.	surface	18.	•	Pick	one	event	and	read	the	articles	about	it	(reading).	Considering	the	diftlcult	conditions	1n	a	desert,	the	6.	A	definition	or	a	synonym	is	often	set	apart	by	parentheses,	commas,	dashes,	or	a	colon.	E	Vacatlons5	are	the
most	obvious	chunk	of	leisure	time.	observer	16.	The	word-family	charts	include	the	most	common	fonns	as	well	as	multiple	forms.	of	the	modern	circus	began	in	England	in	the	eighteenth	centwy.	reduce	14.	place	in	our	hearts.	n.,	the	natural	area	where	a	plant	or	antmal	Uves	I.	A	Animals	B	Clowns	C	Dancers	53	59.	pennanently	12.	Notice	that
everything	else	that	fllls	your	whole	area	ofpossible	sight	is	indistinct.	Listening	�	�	Usten	to	the	discussion.	very	important;	essential	B	nowt.	The	monarchs	of	Europe	had	court	jesters,	whose	duty	it	was	to	provide	amusement	for	the	court.	A.	These	nonvisual	moments	can	be	somewhat	compensated	for	if	the	athlete	thoroughly	tunes	in	to	the
game.	NOT	GIVEN	if	there	is	no	information	on	this	in	the	passage.	adv.•	intentionally,	on	purpose	1	1	.	p.	•	area	2.	B	a	myriad	of	animals.	Why	do	you	think	people	like	to	visit	extreme	environments?	n.,	the	change	from	liquid	to	gas;	loss	of	water	to	the	air	n.,	a	sudden	or	big	change	v.,	to	decide	n.,	something	that	causes	great	difficulties	adj.,
producing	a	lot	of	something	27	33.	I	couldn•t	follow	the	game:	it	was	all	a	big	blur	to	me.	adj.•	not	wanting	to	do	something;	unwilling	1	6.	,	to	make	bigger	n.	Record	yourself	giving	the	talk.	Support	your	opinion	with	reasons	and	examplesfrom	your	own	lmowl	edge	or	experience.	entertainments	included	falling	off	horses	___	4.	The	canopy	prevents
surface	runoff	by	intercepting	heavy	rainfall	so	that	water	can	drip	down	slowly	onto	the	porous	earth.	20.	It	is	imperative	to	keep	dogs	and	cats	away	from	the	bird	breeding	area.	Say	the	sentence	aloud.	shield	15.	Read	the	dictionary	definitions	below.	There	is	a	great	diversity	of	plant	life	on	the	fringe	of	the	Takltmakan	Desert.	FALSE	if	the
statement	contradicts	the	information.	Support	your	opinion	with	reasons	and	examplesfrom	your	own	krwwl	edge	and	experience.	Of	all	nationalities,	the	British	spend	the	most	time	vacation	ing	outdoors	in	their	national-trust	parks,	where	they	engage	in	a	com	fortable	level	of	physical	activity.	How	deforestation	contributes	to	air	pollution	__	4.
Then	read	another	letter	to	the	edt	tor	and	do	this	again.	This	publication	has	been	neither	reviewed	nor	endorsed	by	the	IELTS	partners.	disruption	disrupts	disruptive	5.	,	to	accept	something	enthusiastically	2.	,	a	small	group	n.	,	repair	or	rebuilding	v.	evaporation	D.	disruptive	7.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	Uses	of	Leisure	Time
A	Although	it	may	seem	that	people	are	working	more,	studies	show	that	we	have	more	leisure	time	than	ever	before.	You	can	study	the	units	tn	any	order	you	like.	Heat	and	drought	both	stress	plants.	The	need	to	pay	attention	to	many	things	at	once	complicates	the	game	for	an	athlete.	By	then,	the	tunnels	could	be	deeper	than	the	original	ones
because	electric	train	engines	had	become	available.	The	circus	has	developed	in	different	ways	over	the	years.	C	relationships	with	children.	When	playing	a	game.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	•	FOLLOW	THE	NEWS	•	Go	to	http:IInews.google.com.	•	You	will	also	learn	about	word	fam111es.	Some	birds	migrate	thousands	of	miles	to	reach
their	summer	breeding	grounds.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Word	Families	Next	you	will	find	word	family	charts-noun,	verb,	adjective,	and	adverb	forms	of	five	or	six	words	selected	from	the	unit	vocabulary	list.	Many	people	feel	5.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Word	Families	noun	evolution	Our	research	plans	have	gone	through
many	evolutions	and	are	now	quite	different	from	our	original	plans.	This	leads	to	myrtad	problems,	including	water	pollution	and	habitat	loss.	diverse	c.	Correct	any	mistakes	you	made	and	record	the	presentation	again.	industrious	H.	v.,	to	prevent,	slow	down	L.	Migratory	birds	are	amazing	navigators.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Writing
Do	you	believe	that	professional	athletes	make	good	role	modelsfor	young	people?	You	will	also	hear	a	variety	of	accents	on	the	audio	so	that	you	can	become	more	comfortable	with	the	variations	1n	English.	Listening	®ck	3	Usten	to	the	talk.	can	occur	in	any	game,	and	the	athlete	needs	to	be	able	to	respond	to	them	quickly.	B	Health	experts	agree
that	the	best	way	to	restore	body	and	mind	is	to	spend	time	in	nature	pursuing	a	comfortable	level	of	physical	exercise.	the	electricity	that	they	used.	Many	migratory	birds	breed	in	the	Southern	Hemisphere.	What	kinds	of	things	are	distracting	to	you	when	you	study	or	work?	Answer	the	questions	about	Peripheral	Vision	In	Sports.	R.	Each
peripherally	viewed	movement	must	be	immediately	processed	as	more	and	varied	movements	from	different	sources	and	directions	keep	coming	rapidly.	performance	performer	perform	2.	blur	c.	C	went	through	a	number	of	renovations.	It	holds	a	6.	UNIT	3:	TRANSPORTATION	Listening	®clr	I	Usten	to	the	conversation.	Are	there	any	public	spaces
in	your	city	that	are	used	to	showcase	the	work	of	local	or	national	artists?	•	Pretend	you	have	to	give	a	talk	expla1n1ng	your	opinion	(speaking).	authority	B.	According	to	an	authoritative	source,	spending	time	in	nature	improves	our	health.	extreme	aiDount	8.	B	different	kinds	of	artwork.	Flames	cast	ltmtted	light,	are	vulnerable	to	winds	and
weather,	and	can	lead	to	disaster.	Speaking	ITalk	about	thejoUowing	topics.	Temperatures	tn	the	Taklimakan	Desert	reach	an	extreme	during	hot	summer	days.	occupy	environment	1	3.	R	s.	distracting	G.	Summartze2	the	information	by	selecting	and	reporting	the	main	infor	mation	and	making	comparisons.	UNIT	2:	LEISURE	TIME	pretend	to	fall
offtheir	horses	and	then	go	stumbling	after	them.	UNIT	3	TRANSPORTATION	�OR	SUBWAYS	OF	EUROPE	Words	Lookfor	thefollDwing	words	as	you	read	the	passage.	n.,	cargo	carried	by	a	train,	truck,	9.	decorates	decorations	decorative	3.	London	was	also	home	to	the	first	undetwater	tunnel.	they	built	an	underpass	so	that	cars	could	cross	the
tracks	from	below.	Tests	also	show	that	time	spent	in	the	city	results	in	a	decreased	ability	to	concen	trate	and	to	control	emotions	and	impulses.	tie	something	in	a	certain	way	3.	Tamarix	ramosissima,	a	small	tree	with	needlelike	leaves	commonly	known	as	tamarisk	or	salt	cedar,	takes	in	enormous	amounts	of	water	via	a	far-reaching	root	system
many	times	the	size	of	the	plant	above	ground.	Sports	and	exercise	60	120	20	What	are	some	ofyour	favorite	pastimes?	•	You	can	do	this	same	activity	after	watching	a	movie	(listening).	II.	v.	1bis	website	is	written	in	simple	English.	QUESTIONS	3-4	82	in-dus-try	[IN-dus-tree)	A	rwun.	deliberately	D.	array	3.	HOW	TO	USE	TmS	BOOK	The	book	is
divided	into	ten	units,	each	one	focusing	on	a	different	theme.	survival	survivors	survived	6.	logging	14.	exotic	8.	The	first	of	these	subways	was	London's	Underground,	which	opened	1n	1863.	a	pedestrian	tunnel	that	had	been	built	under	the	Thames	River	in	1825,	made	possible	by	the	engineer	Marc	Brunei.	a	reason	why	freight	trains	traveled	at
night	4BrE:	transport	17	73.	UNIT	1:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Reading	Bird	Migration	Migration	is	the	regular	movement	of	animals	between	their	breeding	grounds	and	the	areas	that	they	inhabit	during	the	rest	of	the	year.	an	exhibit	B	verb.	are	hired	to	plan	the	stations.	Steam	engines	chugged	under	London.	nutrient	16.	Some	people	look	for
experiences	that	engage	them	intellectually.	These	entertainments	were	less	common	than	chariot	races	but	still	vecy	popular.	A	Exotic	B	Trained	C	Massive	4.	Support	your	opinion	with	reasons	and	examplesfrom	your	own	knowledge	or	experience.	Tracking	fast	objects	Is	often	complicated	by	the	need	for	the	athlete's	body	to	move	in	response	to
other	aspects	of	the	activity,	and	head	motion	must	coor	dinate	with	eye	movement	to	assist	in	balance.	12.	28.	In	the	United	States	in	1897,	George	C.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Word	Skill	Prefix	de-	The	prefix	de-	can	mean	"remove."	I	Read	the	sentences.	When	you	travel.	Mter	his	act	became	popular	in	Lon	don,	he	was	asked	by	Louis
XV	to	perform	in	France.	D.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Questions	5-8	IComplete	the	SUTTt1Till1'Y	using	wordsfrom	the	list	below.	Unit	6:	Tourism	149	Hiking	the	Inca	Trail	149	What	Is	Ecotourism?	This,	the	most	passive	of	pas	times,	is	how	Americans	spend	more	than	half	their	leisure	time.	n.,	the	natural	world	B.	unconsciously	Q.	Parts
started	designing	an	underground	rail	service	to	rival	London's.	chunk	c.	Answer	the	questions	about	Major	Subways	of	Europe.	ESSENTIAL	WORDS	FOR	THE	JELTS	Questions	4-6	I	Choose	the	correct	letter.	observation	platform	4.	a	showing.	This	headlamp	had	two	major	drawbacks:	It	required	its	own	generator,	which	did	not	become	portable
until	the	1890s	when	steam	generators	became	com	mon,	and	the	delicate	parts	broke	easily	as	a	result	of	the	rough	rails	over	which	the	trains	traveled.	MY	IELTS	STUDY	CONTRACT	I,	,	promise	to	study	for	the	IELTS.	•	Listen	to	an	Engltsh·language	news	report	on	the	radio	or	watch	a	news	program	on	1V	about	the	same	event	(listening).	B
developed	during	the	Dark	Ages.	charge	between	home	and	work	4.	acknowledge	A.	make	unclear	__	3.	the	drawbacks	of	using	flames	for	light	5.	Do	you	prefer	physical	or	intellectual	acttvtttes	for	relaxation?	Many	circuses	use	trained	elephants	in	their	show.	However,	comprehension	is	tested.	UNIT	1	:	THE	NATURAL	WORLD	Writing	'The	charts
below	show	information	about	three	dffferent	deserts	around	the	world.	Architecture	Architects	Architectural	2.	•	Write	a	short	essay	about	the	topic	(writing).	vision	visual	visually	5.	had	animal	exhibits	2.	Describe	its	features.	B	more	pedestrians.	EXPRESS	AN	OPINION	•	Read	a	letter	to	the	editor	1n	the	newspaper	(reading).	Some	matertals	burn
more	intensely	than	others.	band	3.	ESSENTIALWORDS	FOR	THE	IELTS	Reading	First	Headlamps	A	Before	electricity,	light	was	tricky	business.	adj.,	difllcult	15.	Descrtbe	the	hotel	and	the	room	you	will	reserve.
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